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,I Earrings
& Pendants

1/20 Ct
1/10 Ct
1/5 Ct
1/4 Ct
1/3 Ct
1/2 Ct
3/4 Ct
1 Ct
Diamond Pendants
1/20 Ct..................... .
1/10 Ct..................... .
1/5 Ct...................... ..
1/4 Ct ....................... .
1/3 Ct ...................... ..

Value

Now

$100 ............... .. $59.95
$150 ............... .. $99.50
$329 ............. .. $199.50
$450 ............. .. $299.50
$600 ............. .. $399.50
1/2 Ct. ................... .. $1295 .............. . $849.50
3/4 Ct.................... .. $1995 ............ . $1399.00
1 Ct........................ .. $2995 ........... .. $1995.00
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MAINE'S VERY OWN JEWELER
.. .now in New Hampshire

Downtown Bangor. Bangor Mall. Augusta. Aubum Mall
Brunswick (Cook's Comer) • Downtown Portland
Maine Mall (South Portland) • Newir)gton Mall
... andnow

Pheasant Lane Mall (Nashua. N.H.)
Our own charge plan and major credit cards accepled

Haircuts
for AIDS
The nine stylists at Akari Hair
Studio on 470 Fore St. are going
to shampoo, cut, and blow-dry
for AIDS on Saturday, Nov. 19.
Any money spent in Akari that
day will be donated toward
Maine's first AIDS hospice.
Hospices are a combination
of home and hospital, where
care is less expensive and more
personal than in a hospital.
Harvey Prager, administrative
director of Hospice Resources
said he has some sites in mind,
but that the hospice won't be
up and going until next fall. It
will shelter people with diseases other than AIDS, too.
. Meanwhile, up in Disgusta,
the third annual "Living with
AlDSinMaine" conference gets
rolling Nov. 16 and 17. Medical,legal,administrative,financial, ethical, psychological and
more aspects of AIDS are 'on
the menu for the conference in
Augusta. Registration fees run
from $10 per day (VA employees) to $45 per day (average
folks). Mary Ann Rost, at 8746550, can tell you how to reserve a chair.
- Hannah Holmes

,

NEO-NAZI YOUTH:

THIS CAMPAIGN'S REALLY IN THE SEWER

Skinheads
attack two
gay men

Wilson loses House bid,
wins city's attention

Skinheads, a national, neonazi hate group, appear to be
active in Portland.
Two gay men were attacked
and beaten last Friday night,
Nov. 4, near Green Mountain
on Temple Street, according to
police reports.
On Monday, members of
Portland's gay community and
members of Portland's Police
force sat down to talk about
harassment, and about the Skinheads.
"Idon't know if wecan make
the issues separate," said Police Chief, Michael Chitwood
after the meeting. "A-we know
there's a hate group in town; B
- as a result of Friday night's
action, we know they're becoming active."
"We've been aware of the
development of a hate group in
Portland called the Skinheads,"
said Chitwood, who has been
eyeing the group for a month
orso. They do not always shave
their heads, he said, but they
have other traits in common.
"They're high-school aged,
or a little older. They're white.
They're neo-nazi. They've
taken up an active harassment
of people of ethnic backgrounds, in addition to members of the gay community,"
said Chitwood.
Peter Cushman, who was
beaten Friday night, said violence and verbal harassment
against gay people is on the rise
in Portland, "No question."
"It can be turned around," he
said. "If everybody is informed
of what's going on, and it's
made clear that it's not going to
be tolerated."
"We will not tolerate hate
groups in this town," said Chitwood. Of Friday night's assaults, he said, "We expect arrests."
There were no arrests the
night of the violence; witnesses
pointed out the thugs, but p0lice officers declined to give
chase on foot. That was one
reason for Monday's meeting.
Chitwood said an investigation
is being made into the action
(or inaction) of the officers involved.
- Hannah Holmes

News of the weird

• Cafe Always
Portland's most ambibous
restaurant updates regional
New England specialties
and explores the cuisines of
France, Italy, Japan and
Thailand to name a few.
Award winning desserts and
breads baked fresh daily
47 Middle St. • 774-9399

Dinner served 5-10p.m.
Oased Mon. Reservations accepted

Truly authentic food that is
spiced to suit a variety
of preferences, from mIld
to exotic. Experience the
real flavor of India right
here in Portland.

Regional Italian cuisine
attentively prepared by
chef/owner. served by
candlelight in a cozy,
old world, romantic
atmosphen:. Bring
your appetite and
someone you love.

43 Middle St. • 773-4498
Tues.-Sat. 5-10 p.m.
Reservations requested

41 Middle St. • 774-2972

INDIA IN PORnAND.

Tues.-Sat. 5:30-10 p.m.

--Of mice and music:
Fairleigh Dickinson University
professor Harvey Bird's maze
studies show that voodoo
music disorients mice and
causes changes in their brain
cell structure, but that waltz
music does not affect them.
--Of pigs and parents: Mary
Frances Bergamasco was
charged with child abuse in
Hayward, Calif., after she
dressed her 7-year-old boy as a
pig, tied him up in their front.
yard, painted his face blue, and
hung an "I'm a dumb pig" sign
around his neck as punishment
for stealing $25 worth of baseball cards. She pleaded innocentin court, saying, "My mom
said it worked on us."

--Of maggots and men: Firefighters and sanitation workers removed more than 25 tons
· of garbage stored in a twobedroom home in CalifOrnia.
The San Jose family collected
garbage from trash cans and
garbage dumps; the couple and
their three adult sons also had
rented two public storage lockers for overflow garbage and
had planned to rent a third.
"This could work to our better
good," said one son, "because
we'll start new again - all fresh
and clean."
- Chuck ShepardiAlterNet

Christopher Wilson lost his
bid for a seat in the Maine State
Legislature, on Tuesday, but
won an Election Day audience
from Portland City Manager
Robert Ganley.
Wilson, who with his wife
Anne owns a home in a troubled Riverton-area subdivision,
lost the election to incumbent
Democrat Annette Hoglund who, along with her husband
Peter Hoglund, developed the
subdivision in which the defeated Wilson lives.
Wilson ran for the District 32
seat largely out of frustration
with the Hoglunds' lack of response to sewer and water
problems in his neighborhood.
"This Wilson, if his roof
leaked, he'd probably run for
President," said Peter Hoglund,
whose wife repeatedly described Wilson's candidacy as
"bizarre."
But Anne Wilson gathered a
handful of city administrators
and City Manager Robert
Ganley for an Election day
showdown during which she
and 15 of her neighbors described a several-year history
of spitting toilets and cellars
filled with water. The builders
who sold them their houses
misled them, they said; and
Hoglund's sewer system, installed by R.J. Grondin, isn't
getting rid of water fast enough.
"We've found things like
concrete in the channels that
blocks the flow, shoddy workmanship, things like that," said
Environmental Projects Engineer William Goodwin. AIthough city standards dictate
. that a sewer must handle a 25year storm, Goodwin said that,
. "The original system wasn~ t up

to a two-and-a-half or a threeyear storm."
Additionally, the homeowners said their builders promised that the city would accept
responsibility
for
the
subdivision's roads; that street
lights would be installed and
that the Hoglunds would post
bond to guarantee that the
sewer was installed correctly.
None of this has happened.
According to Peter Hoglund,
no such promises were made
and no such bond was necessary. He says the city watched
the sewer installation and approved it, day by day.
Not true, says George
Flaherty, Portland's public
works director, who was present at Tuesday's meeting.
Ganley told the neighbors that
because the project was approvedbeforeI971,itis"grandfathered" - and the sewer systern doesn't have to meet city
standards. He said Portland has
sent legislation to Augusta to
' repeal the grandfather clause,
but it was defeated.
Ganley said thatitis his opinion that Hoglund has not broken any laws and that there
isn't much the city can do.
The city's attorney, David
Lourie, told the crowd to "Get
together, get ~n attorney." Although he cautioned the group
that a claim of fraud against the
builders would be hard to
prove, Lourie said that "It
sounds like you may well have
some claims against Hoglund."
But Peter Hoglund claimed
that 10 different attorneys in
the past havedecided there was
no cause for action against his
company, Euclid Amber.
- Hannah Holmes
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State land-grab sites named
Paulsen
ElectlonDay heldonebrlghtspot for Maine peaceniks. Inspired
by leafleteer Mr. Missile (Karl Rogers), above, the Cruise
Missile Referendum Project gathered tens of thousands of
signatures on a petition aimed at ending cruise missile testing
in Maine.

Winners and losers, '88
Gerard Conley slipped away with the Maine House District 28 seat, by miles the closest race in Portland.This one
was fought with record-breaking bucks. Conley, the incumbent, billed himself as proud to be a Democrat; Murray
preferred to be labeled, "Peter Murray."
Winning Portland's other house races were: District 25:
Democrat Anne Rand, re-elected; District 26: Incumbent
Democrat James Oliver beat Robert Hains. District 27:
Democrat Herbert Adams, unopposed. District 29: Democrat Peter Manning, unopposed. District 30: Incumbent
Democrat Harriet Ketover beat Donna Hughes, District 31:
Incumbent Democrat Christopher Gurney. District 32: Incumbent Democrat Annette Hoglund beat Christopher
Wilson.
In Maine Senate races, Incumbent Democrat Joseph Brannigan was re-elected in District 29 without opposition and
Incumbent Democrat Thomas Andrews defeated Edmund
Tobey for the District 30 seat.
The Jetport Expansion bond lived. A Portland bond of
$3.2 to expand the Jetport had opponents warning of high
taxes, and a four-lane highway through Stroud water, while
proponents predicted a brilliant, profitable, and progressive future for Portland. Both sides agreed City Hall didn't
give voters much time to bone up on the idea.
That's all 'til May, folks!
-Hannah Holmes

With 51 proposals on its desk,
the Land for Maine's Future
Board said it will decide by
January which ponds, bogs,
lighthouses and mountains to
spend $15 million on.
Last November, voters approved a $35 million fund to
buy land for public use.
Three nearby proposals include: Kennebunk Plains (1,458
acres of sand and grass, with
rare flora and fauna -appraised
at $4.1 million, available for just
$2.9 million if we act soon);
Kennebunkport river-side (50

acres along the eastern side of
the tidal river behind Goose
Rocks Beach); and The Great
Saco Heath (700 acres of wetlands crawling with moose,
deer, white cedar, rare butterflies, and nature lovers).
If you haven't sold your bog,
mountain or river yet, the board
will again take proposals between Jan. 1 andJan.31,forthe
1989 $10 million and the 1990
$10 million. If you've sold
yours, you can propose somebod y else's, if you think they're
willing to sell.
- Hannah Homes
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Radon raid reduces rates
If someone knocks on your
door and says, "Open up, I'm
here to test your radon," it could
be your lucky day. The federal
Environmental Protection
Agency, through the Maine
Department of Human Services, is going to do 1,000 free
tests to find the radon hot-spots
in the state. By random selection, using telephone numbers,
the DHS will sweep the whole
state.
Houses built over underground granite ca tch the radon,
a radioactive gas, that escapes
the rock. You don't want it
around because it causes lung

cancer, which makes you feel
lousy.
If the feds don't come to your
house, Channel 8, WMTW, is
selling the tests at cost, $17. That
includes everything - the cannister, postage, and lab evaluation. The going rate for the kit
is about $25. Get a deal at the
WMTW office at 119 Middle
St., or from the Radon Alert
Van in the Maine Mall on Saturdays.
If you miss that boat, the
DHS (221 State St., Augusta,
04330) will mail you a kit if you
mail them a check for $18.
- Hannah Holmes
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CLASSIFIED

Casco Bay Weekly is a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media, Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
tBl Clark Street, Portland,
Maine 04102.
Send us your event listings,
your angry leiters and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all that kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue in which you want it
to appear.

775·6601
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The selling (and buying) of George Bush

Andover"
Squeezed.

by

On Tuesday, we elected two "Mainers" who will spend the
next four years refuting one another.
President George Bushwilldeliver the customary speeches.
Senator George Mitchell is the man that the Democrats will_
most llkely choose to sit before the electronic eye and refute
him.
Their real powers in the United States Government are
about as similar as their status as Mainers. But before the
electronic eye of national television they'll both stand.
Bush, however, will have two advantages. The lesser of the
two is the fact that he will be President.
Harvey Wasserman explains:

Joe

Kievltt
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CONVERSATION WITH

Dave Johnson

With 34 styles and the ability ta condense, expand,
or slant (left or rightl' your typesetting can
take on a who e new meaning.
That's why PrintMedia is your source for
endless possibilities in typesetting!

PRlNI'MEDIA

...fresh wooden frutt.
sleek wooden vases,
imaginative toys,
secret opening
boxes,accessor~s

for kttchen, home or
office, game boards,
lamps, kaleidoscopes,
intricate inlaid
marquetrY in framed
pictures, clocks,
mirrors and much
more.
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37 EXCHANG Esr.
PORTLAND' ME
87",484
OP£N7DAYS

46 BAYVIEW ST.
CAMDEN' ME
236·3995

WE SHIP ANYWHERE

OTHER LOCATIONS:
W. LEBANON ·NH
N. CONWAY· NH
BURLINGTON· VT

VIDEOS

10 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101
207 ·772·8949
Mon-Sat. 11:00·5:30

(15"x12"x3")

$68.50

Dave Johnson is a 65 year
old foster grandparent who
is fluent in Spanish and
French as well as English. For
the past 5 years he has been
tutoring foreign students in
English and counts a Buddhist
monk among his students.
How did you become involved in the foster grandI parent program?
When I returned from Sri
Lanka, a friend of mine was
after me to come into the pro-·
gram. He said he had just the
spot for me down wi~h the
E.S.O.L. kids. So I gave it a try
and started working at King
Middle School.

Many titles just arrived.
For purchase or rent

means business with this elegant ~riE~fcase.,,~
Faced on both sides with
tapestrY. this bag has a full
length zippered pocket and
a full outside folio pocket,
inside dividers, both short
leather clad grips and an
adjustable shoulder strap.

DaveJohnson helps students with th~ir homework.

What is theE.S.O.L program?
It means English as a Second
Operating Language. It's a
program that teaches foreign
students English but atthesame
time maintains their own language.

What is it that you do for the
kids of foreign families now?
Basically, I help them with
their homework. They're trying
to maintain their own language
and I don't speak their languages other than Spanish and
. French. Therearewords in their
. ._~ homework that they don't

understand and I'll put them work ~ or 3 jobs. I think they
into words that they can under- give, a contribution in making
us not forget what we owe the
stand.
Asians for what we did to them
How many students do you in Cambodia by dropping
bombs and lying to our people
tutor every week?
and saying that we weren't
Oh, probably 8 or 10 a week.
And I have about 50 different doing it.
students that I work with.
Have there been any problems with the American kids
How many hours a week do accepting the foreign stuyou spend with the kids?
dents?
I spend from 8 a.m. to 1:30 Yes, a few. But mostly they
p.m. in the schools, and then in
get along pretty good. I'd blame
the afternoons the kids come to
any
problems more on the
my place. Sometimes we don't American
kids than on the forfinish until 9 o'clock at night eign kids. The foreign kids want
But if they've got work to do,
to get along. You're going to
we do it.
have some wise guys on both
sides that are going to have a
How many different nation- chip on their shoulders and are
alities do you tutor and can
going to be aggressive. '
you name them?
Oh sure. Let's see, Cambo- Do most of the people want
dian, Vietnamese, Rumanian, to return to their countries?
Bulgarian, Chinese, Afghan,
I think a lot of them do.
Iranian, Polish and Spanish.
have a lot in our culture that is
good for them. There is a lot
What do you think is the not
of culture shock, especially for
major contribution of the for- the Asians and Afghans. They
eign nationalities to the Port- all say they would like it
land area?
warmer too. So would I. But I'll
Their contribution is thatthey tell you, even if they do go back,
are a good example to the other it's been one heck of a beautiful
kids about wanting to learn. thing to have been able to work
They have good work habits. with these people.
They work very hard. Some

We

.loe Klevltt is a photographer who
knows his abc's in several languages.

and competence. And the makers of the electronic media - who,
after all, deal in the same commodity - seem to have agreed that
this is the way things should be.
In his recent book on the Reagan presidency, Mark Hertsgaard
described Reagan as " ... the television era equivalent of the Pied
Piper; he played a tune so gay and skipped ahead so cheerily that
others could not help but trust and follow him. To attack such a
man was unthinkable."
And to attack such a man was bad for ratings. After all, if CBS
is showing some depressing feature about poor people or the
dying ecology, viewers can always switch - most without leaving their seats - to NBC, where Nancy Reagan's wardrobe is
being featured, ABC where George Bush is imitating Ollie
Tuesday's electoral disaster suffered by the national Demo- North, or CNN, for the latest-breaking whatever.
cratic party stands as a stunning tribute to the Republican power
In the 1980s, both the news media and the president have been
of media management. Let's not underestimate the achieve- in the same business: entertainment.
ment: Ronald Reagan, George Bush, and those around them
have permanently altered the American political system and the
The Teflon chronicles
media which is its lifeblood.
There has been, of course, much more to the making of PresiAs former White House press aide David Gergen has pointed
dent George Bush than mere media hype. The Dukakis cam- out, the infamous Reagan Teflon was only partly applied. by the
paign will undoubtedly go down in history as one of the worst presidential staff: the rest of it came willingly, indeed zealously,
managed affairs since Gary Hart boarded the "Monkey Busi- from the "free rress" itself. Consider, for example, these stories
ness." (Ironically, Michael Dukakis was declared unfit because that got no rea coverage during the Reagan era:
ReaganOmics: David Stockman and others will debate into the
of his lack of what Gary Hart was declared unfit for having too
next century whether Reagan's monetary performance was true
much of.)
In the most basic mechanics of a national campaign, the Duke to whatever principles he was allegedly expounding. Butit takes
. no great genius to unfailed miserably. His
derstand that whatever
operatives never consurface prosperity we've
nected with party reguenjoyed has been by the
lars across the country,
greatest asset sale in U.S.
alienating some and
merely immobilizing
history. We have heard
others. The campaign
much of the growth of
never communicated a
something called a"defitruly progressive agenda
cit," and about our
to the mass of American
switch from a "creditor
voters. And when push
to a debtor nation."
came to shove it turned
These abstruse terms
tail on its own liberal
have never been transheritage, running for
lated for the public at
cover when Bush atlarge into the simple
tacked. on the "L" word.
truth behind them. But
Having identified for a
has anyone in the major
lifetime with the liberal
media yet asked, in terms
legacy of the New Deal
we can all understand,
and New Frontier,
the obvious question:
Dukakis withered at the
once everything's borslightest insinuation of
rowed against or "pripink.
.
vatized" (sold off),
When he then lamely acknowledged his belief system with less where does the next meal come from?
The Contra/Drug Connection: Seldom in human history has
than two weeks left in the campaign, even Dan Quayle was able
to make him look foolish. It was a stomach-turning, demoraliz- official hypocrisy and media complicity been surpassed by the
ing spectacle that raised. questions about how Dukakis ever got Reaganite collusion with Nicaraguan "freedom fighters" in the
nominated in the first place. Was it his fund-raisers, rather than importation of large quantities of innumerable drugs. As docuthe Massachusetts governor, who really captured the Demo- mented by the Chris tic Institute and innumerable supporting
cratic nod?
print journalists, Reagan's benighted Contra forces have been
'
But the real show was the selling of George Bush as the man to nose-deep in large-scale drug trafficking since the days of Somoza.
cope with the astounding social, financial, and ecologi~al mess Despite daily Contra fighting coverage and months of televised
that will be Ronald Reagan's legacy. That masterpiece of media hearings, the major media contipues to puzzle over the
manipulation owes its origins to eight years of the most thor- government's inability to stem the flow of drugs into this counough transformation within the American media that we have try.
The 1980 October Iran Hostage Surprise: Equally mind-bogseen since the introduction of television.
It is a phenomenon whose importance to our national future is gling is the su ppres~ion of the s tory of how the "Reagan Revoluvirtually impossible to underestimate. However often Michael tion" took hold in the first place. The 52 hostages imprisoned in
Dukakis may have shot himself in the foot during this campaign, Teheran were released precisely as Ronald Reagan was making
the Reagan conquest of the American media over the past eight his inaugural address in January 20, 1980. This auspicious moment
was followed. by large shipments of American arms to the
years guaranteed that the wounds became lethal.
Ayatollah's armies. Astonishingly, not one major American
journalist at the time questioned this precipitous coincidence.
No biz like show biz
Soon thereafter, former Iranian president Abolhassan Bani-Sadr
In all fairness, the Reaganites hardly pioneered. the practice of explained that the Reagan campaign apparatus - headed by
White House media manipulation. That time-honored practice William Casey, later chief of the CIA - had intervened to make
goes all the way back, in various forms, to George Washington an arms for hostages deal. If the Iranians would keep the hosand John Adams, Tom Jefferson, and Andrew Jackson. But a new tages until after the election, allowing Reagan to win the White
era of electronic hyper-space has brought a new dimension to the House, he would then ship the Iranians all the guns they wanted.
art and science of mass mind control.
Despite the assertion of Bani-Sadr and numerous others that
The American public was shocked and revolted by Joe McGin- George Bush personally negotiated the final deal, the story connis' account of Richard Nixon's 1968 defeat of Hubert Humphrey. tinues to be treated as a fringe by the mainstream electronic
Entitled "The Selling of the President," the book featured Nixon' s moguls.
picture on its cover, emblazoned like a brand name of a packet
of cigarettes. Back then, the idea of selling a candidate ~ a commodity (fittingly, in this case, one that caused cancel-) was And now, Ladies and Gentlemen ...
disdained as something out of the mainstream.
With the help of the major media, the Republicans have manBut by 1979, with a B-movie actor running for the presidency, aged another miracle: the selling of George Bush.
Bush's cruise through the electoral process with yet another
things had Changed. "This was a PR outfit that became President
and took over the country," says Leslie Janka, Reagan's former coat of Teflon, Dan QUayle in tow, has been the ultimate testadeputy press secretary. The Constitution forced them to do ment to a journalistic corps too bought, tired, or cynical to cover
things like make a budget, run foreign policy, and all that. But much else beside Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous.
Thenextfour years may prove the ultimate test of whether this
their first, last, and overarching activity was public relations."
What was viewed as a perversion of the political process two thing called the FirstAmendment means anything real in either'
short decades ago has been reinterpreted as a new form of true form or substance.
governmental genius. Mastery of the 30-second sound bite has
Decome equated with the ability to administrate. Make-up artists Harvey Wasserman is a historian and journalist His book, "Harvey
rather than tangible policy have become the stuf~ of compassion Wasserman's HistorY of the Un~ed States" is soon to be republished .
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·Stephen Hagerty listens only to classical music. His mother reminds him not to close

Lonnie Manchester knows he wants to be a musician: "It's the strongest feeling I've ever had. "

A

MTV daydreams and

rehearsal nightmares

aron Howard found his mom's $10 no-name guitar in her
_ closet a couple years ago and started playing it.
That will be a great bio bit if he makes it big. Aaron, 13, has a
new guitar now and wants to start up a rock band at Waynflete
School, where he is an eighth grader. He says he's pretty serious
about the guitar and daydreams sometimes about being in a
heavy metal band.
There are probably a lot of kids out there with MTV daydreams
of making a flash on the popular music scene. Frank Zappa's
advice for becoming a superstar is to go out and get a good
wardrobe and a good hairdresser.
Then there are kids who get excited watching Amadeus and
have daydreams of virtuosity. Just about every youngster tries
their hand at an instrument at some point because it's offered in
school or mom and dad think it's a good idea.
But some never put the instrument down.
It starts with a spark. Music teachers say they can spot raw
, talent right away. '1f the ability is there it manifests itself at an
early age," says concert pianist and teacher Robert Glover. But it
takes more than just a spark.
There is no blueprint for making a professional musician but
it helps to start at a very young age. Nelda Moehle, who runs the
Children's Music School of Portland, says it's best to "get them
at four or five." She says sugarless bubblegum works wonders
as an incentive. "They don't like to miss the bubblegum."
If they stick with music after the bubblegum years, there will
be private lessons for $20-$25 an hour, lots of practicing, no
summers or weekends off and an on-gOing parade of potential
other things to do.
If the young musicians get through all this with instrument still
in hand, they still have to decide whether they want to pursue
musical careers.

L
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onnie Manchester has known since he got a $39 Sears drum
set at age three that he wanted to be a professional musician.
"It's the strongest feeling I've ever had."
Lonnie, a junior at Windham High School, is a percussionist.
He plays "anything you don't have to breathe into to make a
noise." He's hit the floor, banged music stands and used auto
parts. Lonnie says you can do fascinating things with masking
tape on drums and cymbals.
Lonnie, 16, has been the timpanist for the All-State Orchestra
for the past two years and will be auditioning again this year. He
is also part of the percussion section of the Portland Youth
Symphony. He's the one with the police whistle solo.
The Portland Youth Symphony rehearses Wednesday nights
and then the Windham High School band meets first period
Thursday mOrning. Lonnie says the school band is useful but
admits that for him it's a regreSSion. "Ninety-nine percent of the
kids don't plan to be full-time musicians so they don't practice."
Lonnie, however, plans to be a full-time musician. He wants to
be a broadway musician. For the past three and a half years he
has played for musical theaters in the area. He even took three
weeks off from school to do a show at Syracuse University.

He's looking at hard core music schools - Eastman, Julliard,
Peabody. "Definitely out of state," he adds. Exposure, competition and availability are limited in Maine, he says.
"Everything 1do is music related," Lonnie says. He has had his
broadcast license since 14 and is Savoy John, a weekend overnight OJ on WBLM. He has a private OJ business on the side. He
plays the guitar and does a little composing.
"I can do it [music] for the rest of my life because I love it."

F

aith, family and flute. Those are the three most important
things to 14-year-old Stephen Hagerty.
Music runs in the family. Stephen's grandmother, his mom's
mom, was going to be a concert pianist but her mother told her
to stay home and have a family. So she had six children who all
play an instrument or sing. One of the six was Yvonne who, with
her husband Thomas, have five children. Stephen, the youngest,
was the one who picked up the family talent. He says his three
brothers and sister are "not the same type" since they are athletes
and sometimes tease him about being a classical music enthusiast. Yet they show up at his recitals. His single biggest inspiration
is his aunt Sister Therese Harnois.
Steered away from the piano by his one-year-older sister, who
hated piano lessons, Stephen thought he'd try the flute because
one of his cousins plays the flute. He pestered his parents to buy
him a flute. They stalled fo. a couple months to make sure he was
serious before buying one for him.
That was three years ago. Stephen, now a freshman at Deering
High School, is one of 12 flautists in the Portland Wind Ensemble. He has played at St. Joseph's Church more than 50 times.
He's played at half a dozen weddings. "Now I'm not nervous
playing in front of people."
The high point of his career was playing with the first violinist
with the Portland String Quartet. Stephen was in "seventh
heaven for a month" afterwards.
He' s been studying for the past year with a Portland Symphony Orchestra flautist. He's not real keen on the Deering High
School band because kids just do it for fun and they don't care
and don't always practice.
Stephen practices two to three hours a day. His mom has never
had to ask him if he's practiced or not. He says he never really
thinks of not practicing.
In seventh grade, Stephen decided he wanted to pursue music
as a career and he's never had any second thoughts. He sent for
the Julliard catalogue when he was 13. Yvonne says the catalogue is well creased.
Stephen listens only to classical music. His mother Yvonne
reminds him not to close his mind to other types of music. He
concedes and says, "Rock and roll is bearable - the light stuff."
If he lost his hands, Stephen says he'd still have church and his
family. "1 don't center everything around it (flute)." But it is
more important than sports and social activities. Because he
enjoys music so much he says, '1 don't always need to get out as
much."
"I know for certain that there's nothing else I could do that

would give me more enjoyment. Music never gets boring."

D

ick and Clorinda Noyes, cellist and violinist with the Port
land Symphony Orchestra, met at Hart College of Music.
The duo has since expanded to a quintet.
Their three children - Ben, Rachael and Joel - got into music
very early as Clorinda taught Suzuki violin lessons while pregnant. "They absorbed an awful lot from my teaching and playing," she comments.
Ben, 14, has been a media item with his cello for years. He was
a Bay Chamber String Prize winner at 11. At 13, he was accepted
by the Boston University Tanglewood Institute 8-week summer
program, a program for students 15 and older. There he was one
of five musicians who played for famed cellist Yo Yo Ma in a
masters class. He was a finalist in the Portland Symphony Young
Artist competition two years ago and will try again this year.
Ben travels to Boston every Sunday for lessons with the assistant principal cellist of the Boston Symphony. He p'lays with the
Boston and Portland Youth Symphonies but says he doesn't
want to be a symphony player. "I have no patience for it." He'd
rather be a soloist.
Ben started with the violin at age three and switched to cello at
6. He practices two hours a day during the week, a little longer
on weekends. His dad says he sometimes has to tell Ben to go to
bed at 10:30 when he's still up practicing.
A freshrnanat Portland High School, Ben isn't sure yet what he
wants to do in the future. For this winter he'll run his neighborhood snowblowing business for the third season. He likes basketball and swears one of his friends is going to be the next Larry
Bird.
His mom mentions that he'll be sending tapes to various
competitions. One has a $1000 prize. Ben says he'd buy a motorcycle with the money.

R

achel Noyes was still in diapers when she started the violin.
Although her first 1/16th size violin met an untimely death
under a Ryder truck on the Long Island Expressway, she has
,
kept playing.
Now 12, this is her third year playing with the Portland Youth
Symphony after two years in the string training program. She
says she doesn't want to play in a symphony like her parents. "I
don't like to sit through rehearsal. It gets hot."
She did, however, sit through more than six hours of rehearsal
a day when she spent two weeks at a summer program at Colby
College when she was 11.
Rachel, who describes herself as creative and weird, writes
mystery and adventure stories and likes basketball, running,
skiing and animals. In fact, she says she wants to be a vet who
plays the violin.
For now she spends 1 1/2 hours each day practicing and
travels to Boston every Sunday for lessons with a violinist with
the Boston Symphony who is "good but hard."
Rachel also plays with the orchestra at King Middle School,
continued on next page

"NINETY-NINE
PERCENT OF THE
KIDS DON'T PLAN
TO BE FULL-TIME
MUSICIANS SO
THEY DON'T
PRACTICE. "
- LONNIE
MANCHESTER

Nov.......r 10, 1988

Dara Saffer never even seriously considered being a musician - she wants to go into the Peace Corps.

Ben, Rachael and Joel Noyes got into music very early. Their parents, Dick and Oorlnda, both play with the Portland Symphony.

continued from last page

"IT'S NOT AS
BRIGHT A PICTURE
AS IT COULD BE."
- DICK

NoYES

to assume t~at they'll pursue musical careers. So far there have
where she is a seventh grader. She has no favorite composers but bee~ no mal.or battles over practicing and no one has rebelled
adds, "I don't like Mozart."
agaInst musIC.
. Her m<;>m reminds her of upcoming competitions and auditions for summer study. Rachel asks if there is prize money. .
~r~ S~ffer !5ets home. Herdad Jeff, a family practice doctor,
.~ her dad characterizes her, she is a real performer who
15 ~mg dmner for the family of six. Dara, 17, wears a print
dislikes the day to day practice routine.
gauze skirt, a blousy top and ballet-like shoes. Silver and turquoise earrings play with her long brown hair. She is one of the
oel Noyes, 9, states that he's going to be a famous cello soloist ~ware, concerned younger generation that this country is countmgon.
and play the piano as a hobby.
Da~a started. violin in. a kin~ergarten Suzuki program. She
He sta.rt~ the cello ~t three, the piano at six. Even though the
wasn
treal eXCIted or senous at first. Her friend played so she did
two cellists m the family are five years apart, the piano helped
too.
Yet
she stuck with it.
Joel find his own identity says his dad.
Joel gets bored easily. '1 like being very busy," says Joel, a
Last ye~r, as a high school junior she was one of four Gould
fourt~ grader at Nathan Clifford Elementary SchooL One sum- Award wmners, a co~petition sponsored by the Rossini Club,
mer his dad made a pact with him that ifhe practiced 11/2 hours and spe~t a weekend m New York City. Dara, who was raised in
every day he'd get a skateboard. The skateboard doesn't get used Cape Elizabeth, says the trip to the Big Apple was "good for us
.
much anymore and his dad says Joel is beyond what Ben was from the sticks."
doing at his age.
She's been first chair - or concert mistress - of the Portland
~<;>el has a purple belt in karate and likes sports, basketball, Youth Symphony for the past two years and was first chair of
skiing and running. He plays in the school orchestra and says he All-State Orchestra last year.
complains when the cellos don't play enough.
A senior at Cape Elizabeth High School, Dara is looking at
He I?ra~tices 45 m~utes a day on the cello and the piano. He Brown and Yale for next year. She doesn't know what she'll
doesn t like to practIce at all on cold, rainy days.
major in but she knows it won't be nwsic.
As th.eir chil~ren he~d toward a time when they'll decide what
She c~ he~elf a "big fish in a super small pond" that doesn't
they will do WIth therr music, Dick says he and Clorinda try not stand a fightmg chance against kids from bigger cities who
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started at age two. "Violinists are a dime a dozen in the real
world."
She adds that the professional music world is cutthroat and
stressful and she doesn't like the politics involved.
Dara's teacher, who she's had all these years, told her not to be
a professional musician. Dara never even seriously considered
being a musician- she wants to go into the Peace Corps; to be a
teacher, a social worker, a midwife. She adds, "I don't have what
it takes" to make i~ as a musician.
future for young musicians who decide to try
W,tohat'smakethesome
money making music?

sional musician. His advice to young musicians: "Never say no
to anything that will add to your experience."
Robert Glover calls it being a complete musician. "Very few
ever make it to the major leagues as soloists." He says, though,
that there is plenty of room for musicians who can teach, accompanyand play at weddings, restaurants, theaters, churches and
private parties.
Manduca is an active member of the Music Teacher's National
Association (MTNA) as well as the Maine chapter. She sees it as
the teacher's failure if a music student's skills aren't marketable.
"It's not enough to just play, play, play." She says music instruction has to prepare students for a variety of alternatives such as
studio work, ensemble pl~ying, arranging, teaching and using
synthesizers which are the future of the music industry.
But not every music student can make it and not every music
student is supposed to. The music industry also needs all those
people whose violins lie dusty in the attic and the people selling
their clarinets through the Wise Guide and the people who once
sat at now-silent pianos. They are the audiences - people who
appreciate music and are willing to pay to hear it, thus supporting the musicians who do make it. Like candles, those musicians
who fan their sparks into flames need all those under them to
keep burning.

"It's not as bright a picture as it could be," says Dick Noyes.
Orchestras in California and Texas have folded up their chairs
because audiences are bored with Bach yet unwilling to take a
chance on a 2Oth-century composer. Competition for the professional orchestra positions that remain is intense - as lnany as 200
musicians try for one spot and then the one who gets it usually
stays a while.
Liz Manduca, a Portland piano teacher, says "it's very difficult
to become a classical artist - there's not too much room at the
top." She says that as a teacher "you want your student to be a
prodigy but you have to go with the market."
There is work out there, musicians agree, for those who are
"willing to diverSify, freelance and always be on the run," as
Dick Noyes puts it. Val Mollineaux, owner of the Guitar and Kelly Nelson stopped playing the bassoon after a year because her family
Dnrrn Workshop, says there's no one thing to being a profes- kept making her go into the woods to practice.
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WATCH OUT FOR THE SAILOR DRESSED LIKE SUPERMAN

POTLUC BRTHDY PARTY
I was given a challenge this
summer, one which I stupidly
accepted. I think it was the
mixture of great food, good
wine: and more wine topped by
a smooth and fabulous warmed
cognac that made me do it.
I was dared into writing a
column using a collection of
vanity plates that friends (I'm
not sure I would call them
friends after this - especially
since many of the names they
gave me had nothing to do with
foods or eating) would unearth
for me. So, along with my own
meagre source rounded up
haphazardly while cruising up
and down route 295, across the
high and low roads to Boston,
Montreal, New York and
Toronto, here goes my submission for the most KYCH-Y colurnnpossible on any subject:
. VICKI Band ANETTA decided to GNE a BRTHDY
PARTY (two separate plates,
naturally) for their two MARIO
friends FRIZZI and EUPHIE.
(The owner or at least driver of
the former plate sported a head
of tight black curls that jutted
so far out sideways over her
ears that two small cats could
have kept dry in a rainstorm.)
The two PARTY givers sent
LTRS and CARDS· TO & FRO
aCROSS-48 of the FIFrY states
from MIAMI to N-YORK to old
friends of the birthday FOLKS.
The CARDS went to OLD DOG
and his distant cousin SEA
DOG. There was also AL YSS
and CHERI-G, who had played
• BO PEEP in a SKOOL play with

FRIZZI; and STATS who was
the brother to EUPHIE. (STATS
got his NKNAME BECUZ of
always quoting NMBRS on
anything from sports to
MATH.)
There was also an EX MDand
a SWNDLR and somebody
called H-JUDE on the invitation list. With such a list the
PARTY would have to be GRT
and a GAS.
VICKI Band ANETTA also
sent a card to the REV ABC in
front of whom FRIZZI and
EUPHIE exchanged their vows
in V-NICE by the sea B-4taking
off to SPEND their HONEY
MOON in the V-NICE of the
Italian BOOT. (Now isn't that
all just V-NICE?)
When it came time to make
up the MENUS for the PARTY,
''VICKI B said: "LETS have a
POTLUC."
.
"That's CRA-Z," replied
ANETTA. "How are PEEPL
going to carry their GOODYS
coming from ACROSS the
country?"
In the end, the VICTIMS of
the PARTY 8 WABIT simmered
in red wine; hot GERMan
POTATO salad; TOMATOs
stuffed with LOBSTR (M-M-M
good!); sandWITCHS of EGGS,
RCH with mayonnaise; and a
SPESHUL dish of FROGGE legs
that the SAILR (dressed like
SUPRMAN in a red T SHIRT
and white UNDIE) said were
GRTand XCALENT. However,
GABY and her BYFRND JIMS
both said FIDL-DD to the

FROGGE dish. But most everybody PIGGED out.
Somebody called GIRLIE,
who had LOTS of helpings of
WABIT and ROLLS and BUTTR
but was as thin as a SCRCRW,
brought out a CAKE with
candles which had to be cut
with a HACKsaw.
The EATS also included
CHKN and BLBRY pie with 1C-CRM and O-J to drink. CHA,
both hot and iced was served
alongside coffee.
While FRIZZI and EUPHIE
were opening their PRSNTS,
DEWEY P. SAILed through the
door shouting ''!ME L8, but do
CARY ON. I was D-LAID on
MLINE-l."
The GIFTS were a mixed BAG
of ceramic TERNS; T SHIRTs
marked MINE and HERS; a lot
of MALAKE went to EUPHIE
'CUZ his T SHIRTS from FRIZZIEsaid WRE 1. EUPHIE's way
of saying ILUVU-2 to FRIZZIE
was a BNANA inside of which
was a DIMOND and AG ring,
silver being FRIZZIE's favored
precious metal.
At the end of the evening the
SRVNRs of the PARTY each
said THANX and it would be
"ONE I will never forget."
As for me, I am going to SKAPE-2 my boat the YELO
MENIS for a couple of weeks
until the furor of all this MALAKE dies down. It's the only
WAYTGO, I think.
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On Tuesday October 25 a
painting lasted one day in
DiPhillipo's Pancake Shop.
A waitress insisted it was
hung upside down; others said
it made them nauseous (not
good in a restaurant).
Most of us do have strong
feelings about the art we see.
But a lack of confidence in these
feeling prevents us from expressing them out loud. Most
of us look at paintings and say,
"Is it Art, or am I crazy."
I want to find out what kind
of art you really like.
Think about a picture you
like. Any picture, no matter how
ordinary.
Now send me a card at Casco
Bay Weekly, or call me at my
studio (761-0611) and tell me
about the picture you like. I'll
share your tastes with other
readers, anonymously if you
prefer.
Don't have a painting in
mind? Even better.
Go into a gallery. Pick out a
painting you like. Trust in what
you feel you like - whether or
not a critic, spouse or friend
likes it.
Ask to take it home on trial.
Here's the important part: Live
with the painting a while. Look
at it every day. Does it start to
bore you? Do you begin to'look
forwardlo seeing it? When you
are sitting in that room do you
find that your eye wanders to
that picture and rests there?
Imagine that if you let yourself
drift off into the painting you
will be relaxing from" the
thoughts and tensions that have
been plaguing you. When you
return to your regular consciousness you will not be in
exactly the same place you were
when you first looked at that
picture.
If you don't mind living without the painting, return it to the
gallery and try another one and
another one and so on until you
find one that has some unending mystery in it for you.
Once you find one that "hangs
with you" - tell me about it. In
the meantime, here's a few folks
you might want to look at:

Michael Waterman, longtime Portland artist who had a
one man show last summer at
Gallery 127, is haviI)g a retrospective at the University of
Maine Gorham campus gallery.
Waterman's father is an artist
who teaches in his studio at 142
Congress Street while son Michaelcurrentlyworksacrossthe
street at 602 Congress Street. A
group of Michael's friends and
supporters got together to help
finance this exhibition, thanks
to the efforts ofPutzi Gleitzrnan,
Juris Ubans and Eddie Fitzpatrick. Keep it in mind that this
ma y be a way to bring aboutthe
shows you want to see.
Paul Heroux will be displaying his new ceramic pieces,
sometimes functional, sometimes sculptural, at Barridoff
Galleries through November.
Heroux was just awarded first
prize at Makers '88, the Maine
Crafts Association Show on
view at the Baxter Gallery until
November 17. Heroux has been
working steadily in his studio
in the New Gloucester woods
for more than ten years, always
creating a balance between
recognizable forms like large
open bowls and innovative
forms like those on the Barridoff announcement and in
Makers '88. '1 like Heroux's
work because it is really weird
and strange," said juror Michael
Monroe when he chose the
Makers prizewinners. Monroe
is Director of the Renwick Gallery in Washington, part of the
Smithsonian. A nice prize for
Paul and an encouragement to
continue working in a far out
direction.
Janice Kaspar, ofBelfast, has
new work on display at the
Performing Arts Center that
reflects her interests in the
environment. Kaspar, wellknown further up the coast but
less so here, deserves attention.
She is improving about 1000
percent a year and offers us
new and powerful images of
nature and animals and what
we are doing to them. At the
same time she is always very
expressionistic and painterly.
Her ideas come through her
medium. The medium is not

bent and twisted under the
weight of an intellectual idea.
Elwyn Dearborn's gallery is
at6 Deering Street, just off High
Street. If you've never visited
the gallery, try it now. Dearborn lovingly restored his 100year-old Victorian house and
then opened his gallery. Paintings hang in the refurbished
parlors over the Victorian furniture. He has wonderful openings that draw big crowds and
he sells a lot of paintings for
most of his artists. But the best
part of Dearborn's story is the
monthl y newsletter tha t comes
with the announcement. If
people haven't been showing
up he demands to know why .If
sales have been off, he doesn't
hesitate to discuss it. Currently
he says sometimes "I'm taken
to task for being unduly pessimistic - especially when addressing matters economic.
Well, perhaps. But it is my guess
that to be upbeat all of the time
would soon invite skepticism.
Also, to disregard facts, it seems
to me, is irresponsible; therefore, let us indulge only the
ostrich to cover it head with
sand." Dearborn's tastes run to
the conventional, tolerable and
acceptable decorative paintings. But don't letthat stop you.
This is art in Portland and his
house and charm are worth the
visit.
Judith Rothschild, from
New York, will be showing 40
collages at the Portland Museum of Art through December. Congratulations to the Museum for bringing us some contemporary art that the art nuts
in town ordinarily ha ve to zoom
down to The City to see.
Edwin Gamble offers us his
inner vision of birds in their
most mysterious and distilled
forms. At the Hitchcock Gallery through November.
JaneWray, a resident of Long
Island and an art teacher at
ReicheSchool,hasrecentpaintings a t the Artisans Gallery, 334
Forest A venue, not a place we
usually go to see an exhibit.
Sherry Miller is a painter and wr~er
who looks at a stormy meadow land·
scape by Michael Willis every day for
the last five years and still loves ~.

Guitar-strumming, straw-chewing Elvin Bishop is in town
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Pianist Richard Roberts
Windham Hill recording
will present a free public
artist Philip Aaberg plays
concert on Nov 16, 7:45 pm
"new age" piano at 8 pm in
at the Ludke Auditorium at
Moulton Union, Bowdoin
Westbrook College, PortCollege, Brunswick. Ad"All the News from Lake land. Works performed
mission is $5 for the public, Wobegon, where the
include Mozart's Sonata in
free for Bowdoin students. woman are strong, .the men A Major; Samuel Barbers
For more information, call good looking and all the
Sonata, Op. 26,
725-3321.
children are above
a work
average" comes to Portland commissioned
tonight with "Prairie Home for Vladimir
Companion" host Garrison
Keillor. Keillor will perform
live for the first time in
Maine at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Showtime is
7:30
pm and tickets are $14SomeCBWers will be
$20.
The
show is sponsored
eating all the chili and
chowder they can for $2.50 by USM's Community
Program and tickets are
(CBWers under 12 eat for
$1.50) at the "Some Like It available at the Business
Office in Payson Smith
Hot" annual Chili and
Hall, 96 Falmouth Street on
Chowder Challenge and
the USM Portland campus.
selecting the best in each
more information, call
For
category. Other CBWers
874-6500.
will be manning our booth,
where you can cast a vote
for Best Bartender, kicking
off Casco Bay Weekly and
Menu Magazine's Best
Bartender Contest. And
hey, if you haven't seen a
bartender since you don't
Have you ever been to
know when, stop by our
Norumbega? You're sitting
booth anyway to say "hi"
in it. "The Land of Norumand peruse any back issues bega: Maine in the Age of
of CBW you may have
Exploration and Settlemissed. The Intown Portment" opens today at the
land Exchange's 4th annual Portland Museum of Art.
Chili and Chowder ChalThe exhibition of rare
lenge is happening at the
maps, atlases and globes
Civic Center, 11 am-2 pm.
traces the discovery of the
Americas and the explora.#

•

Horowitz in 1949; Chopin's
Ballade in F minor, Op. 52;
and works transcribed for
piano from Bach, Gounod's
"Faust" and Stephen Sondheim.

•
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An exhibit of
the art of cartography
.
and the history of ~arly
OcCIP<"S,
American explorations
. . kick off the SOOth anniversary
. ' celebration of Columbus'
cf~ discovery of America.
See Tuesday.

p'

Dissappointed with the
election? Consider the
.
Green alternative. There is
,. '. ;-life outside the Democratic
'" 6~ :~·..:..~
and .Republican parties.
~ ~
Yaruque Joseph, cofounder
- p -'' ;...:~-~
of the New York Green
~,,';t.....
Network will give a talk
t" ;'"
",'~ _tonight titled ''Post-Elec- ej.' tion Outlook for the Rainj ~ ;i bow and Gr~n 1\;l0ve,"" , ments." Yaruque IS an
.....,.. ~ interesting speaker on any
~ topic. The talk begins at
7:30 pm in the Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call 725-3151.
An insiders look into the
CIA. Phillip Agee, former
CIA agent and author of
the controversial book "On
Are you straining to hear the Run" will present a
the music. Rest your ears.
critical review of the CIA's
WMPG, USM's radio alter- activities as well as recount
native, is boosting their
some of his own experipower today at noon. You ences with the agency.
can hear WMPG by tuning Agee speaks tonight at 7:30
your radio dial to 90.9 FM. pm in Chase Hall Lounge,
Staff and former staff
Bates College, Lewiston.
members of the station will
All of the above are free
be play their favorite cuts, and open to the public.
so this afternoon is a great Enjoy.
chance to hear a variety of
music. In celebration of the
burst of power from
Gorham, WMPG is throwing a "Power Party" at the
student center on the USM
Gorham campus from 7 pm The resurrection of
to midnight with The Rio
"Pigboy Crabs haw" is
Bisbee Band playing rock
rumored to occur tonight
and reggae, R. C. and The
and, as expected, this
Revolvers playing the
supernatural event could
blues, Portland rocker
only take place on
Charlie Brown's new band Portland's ''Miracle Mile."
will be there, and Katherine Lost? So are we. Elvin
Rhoda will perform a set of Bishop is in town with his
folk music. If you can't
red Gibson and straw hat to
make it out to Gorham
play the blues and country
tonight, just tune in - the
rock at Raoul's, 865 Forest
party will be broadcast live. Avenue. If you want to
See this week's Tunes for
know where ''Pigboy
more about college radio.
Crabshaw" comes from,
<
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MOVIES

Nov. 9-13
WED-SAT 7. 9 SAT-SUN MAT I

MR. NORTW

fQ

Nov. 12-15

SAT.SUNa'·'·"
"
~.\--.®
Nov. 16-19 WED-SAT 7; SAT MAT 1

JEAN de FLORETTE fi
Nov. 16-19 WED-SAT9:15; SATMAT3:15

M~~(·)~(·)idl~WOl~M
~

10 Each

St. PortlMd

7

·

An unusual dance and
theater production opens
tonight at the Portl,a nd
School of Art. Gwyeth
Jones, a former member of
the Dan Wagoner and Ram
Island Dance companies,
joins Gretchen Berg and
Paul Sarvis for four per- '
formances: November 17.
19 at 8 pm
Novembertlr fit; set ~ t ~ :~nd of
22 at 7 pm. Three works
e ~Os exer~ g .
Bonrue Prud n, Don~ Day
will be performed.. One
piece looks af the P()~t ww !nd , tJ}ers. An?,~er pIece,
Program " . V~ca,tlonland,. Is.a dance
II Civil
and the
o£pre-In:f~ponse to l~e In a
.
touust
state
whIch features
parmg for
'c' _fA
•
'
ti b
~ ~esldents as well as
on y
e trio. The performances
will be held at Baxter Gallery, 619 Congress Street in

ana

Portland. Tickets are $5-$7
and are available at Portland Wine and Cheese or
by calling 773-5073 .

Get a haircut. Akari's
Second Annual Benefit for
the creation of a free standing hospice for patients
with AIDS is happening
day at Akari Hair Design
Studio, 470 Fore Street in
Beam me up Scotty, as the Portland. All proceeds from
Trekkie& descend upon
the haircuts will be donated
Luth 'Bonney Auditorium to the hospice. For informatollight for a "Star Trek
tion, call 772-9060.
Fest." ~e two-hour "TrekThe Elmer !seIer Singers
a-Thon features rare
. are in residency in the area,
bloopers ~d .out tak~s
working with school and
from the on~l~al ~nes and community choral groups.
seconfl teleVISIon pllot, a
Tonight the Singers the
ID-ntinute background look USM Choral and the
at the making of "Star ;,rek Northern N~w England
IV: The Voyage Home, an High School Honors
.animated St.ar Trek epis~de Course will perform
and somethIng all Trekkies Faure's Requiem and other
will pass with flying colors, pieces at the Portland City
a trivia quiz. There will be Hall Auditorium at 8 pm.
two Trek-a-thons at 7 and
Tickets are $5 for the pub9:30 pm on th~ USM Portlie $2 for students and
1and campus. T'ckets
are
'.
.
1
semors.
For more Informa$5 and are available at the
.
all 780-5555
door.
tion, c
.

'r---------,
I Moonlight I
; Madness ;

.

THE

Friday, November 11.
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Wing-Ding Benefit

"an evening of multi-media
entertainment including: theater, music,
comedy and performance arts."

DANCING Wed.-Sun. 8:30-2

GALLERY127.
127 Middle Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-3317

New paintings by
Micbael Waterman
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All thru November
$5 Off Dinner for 2
with this coupon.
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__
_ _ ST.
___
_ _ ..1I
425
FORE
871-0663

AWALK
INTHEWOODS
Iu~
~ NOV.
1-20

Mariner's
Church

PORTLAND

**STAGE**

LUNCH SERVED DAILY
11:30-3:00
Open 6 a.m. Mon.-Fri./8 a.m. Sal

366 Fore Street· Old Port

RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES
AND OTHER "BAD HABITS·
AT PRICES YOU SHOULD
HAVE BEEN PAYING

•••

10 EXCHANGE ST. • 773-1310

=

COMPANY

2SA n1PlSr AVE. (OfFCOHUAESS)

n+-04f,S

==

CO-pjlDDu(U BY (ITlaAIo/C

ANO WOOD n-,uCTVIlES, WC.

.Y -

road·house· (rod'-hous) n.
1. Place outside of
town known for its
home cooking. 2. Has
parking lot, often next
to strip called "Miracle
Mile." 3. Lots of live
mUSIC and dancing.
4. Bartender's name
usually is "Mack"
5. Numerous pool
tables. 6. Hangout for
locals, not tourists.
..

a

Raoul's Roadside Attraction
865 Forest Avenue
Portland's "Miracle Mile"
* UPCOMING SHOWS
November 10 " Eight to the Bar
November 11 " Elvin Bishop
November 12 " Blues Prophets
November 17 - Jesse Winchester
November 18 - David Bromberg
November 19" Billy Chinnock

+1I.Ungs mutlt be received by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sitorner, 187 CU.... Street, Portlenct 04102 775+6801
battle for her child. At the Maine Mall
Cinemas: 12:50, 2:55, 5, 7:10, 9:20.
GorlUe. In the MI.t A film by Michael
Apted, based on Dian Fossey's diary
about her study of mountain gorillas in
central Africa. Sigourney Weaver plays
an obsessed and heroic Fossey, Bryan
Brown plays her lover. Weaver does an
excellant job of portraying Fossey's
passion as it becomes an obsession.
+ recommends, if you think you can
spare a tear for a gorilla (PG-13). At the
Maine Mall Cinemas: 1:15, 4, 7:10,
9:45.

Meine Men CI_me.
Maine Mall Road, S Portland
n4-1022
U2: IIIIW
_ _ H_
1,3:05,5:10,7:15,9:20
TheO_Moth ..
12:50,2:55,5,7:10,9:20
Ev..,~ All A.....c . .
1:30,4, 7, 9:30
Erne.t Sav_ CIwIatm. .
1,3,5.7,9
H..low.... 1V
1:30,3:25,5:20,7:15,9:10

Oortll_ln ...... lit
1:15,4,7:10,9:45
The Acc....d
1:30,4,7,9:15

Nlck.lodeon
Temple and Middle, Portland
772-9751
TheyUve
1 :10, 3:35,6:50, 9 (Fri-SUn)
':10,6:5O,9(Mon-Thu)
The ThIn BI.,. U ...
1,3:40,7,9:30 (FrI-5un)
4,7,9:30 (Mon·Thu)
Crosolng D.. _y
1 :35, 3:30, 7:30, 9:35 (Fn-5un)
4:25,7:30, 9:35 (Mon-Thu)
CI.... H • ...t
1 :15, 3:50, 7:20, 9:20 (FrI-5un)
4:3ll, 7:20, 9:20 (Mon-Thu)

WIthout e CI...

1:20, 3:45, 7:10, 9:25 (FrI-5un)
4:20, 7~0, 9:15 (Mon-Thu)
ChIld's PIa,
1 :3ll, 3:40, 6:45, 8:50 (FrI-5un)
4:14,6:45,8:50 (Mon-Thu)

FRIDAY, NOV. 18, 8:00
City Hall Auditorium

The Movl••

PORTIAND
CONCERT

10 Exchange, Portland

n2-9S00

Mr.

North
Nov 9-13
Wed-Salal 7, 9
Sat-5un mOl all

ASSoaA1l0N

262 Cumberland Avenue,
Portland, ME 04101

Dive

Cle
puts
aside comedy for drama in this story
about a Jamaican housekeeper who
strongly influences the life of a wealthy
white boy. Neil Patrick Harris plays the
boy who craves understanding in the
face of his parents divorce. At the
Nickelodeon: 1:15, 3:50, 7:20, 9:20
(Fri-Sun); 4:30, 7:20, 9:20 (Mon-Thu).

Nov 12-15
sat.oSun mal at 3
Sun-Tueal7,9:1S
....., de Florett.
Nov 16-19
Wed-Sat 01 7
Sal mat OIl
Manon 01 .... Spring
Nov 16-19

Wed-Sat 01 9:15
Sat mal at 3:15

Clneme City
Wostbrook Plaza
854-9116
Movies are not scheduled at press lime;
cali ahead to confirm tlmos
BIg
7:15,9:15, wookend mats 01 1:15, 3:15

Cocktail

7, 9, weekends mass at 1, 3
Punch Un.
7.9, weekend mats 811. 3

Allen Nallon

7. 9, weekend mats at 1, 3

ChIld'. Play
7:15, 9:15. weekend mats 811 :15, 3:15.

Ev.nlnG Ster
Tonti"" Mall,l!runswick
729-5486
Bat 21
call for times

Bowdoin College
L.fthand.d Won-.
Nov 10, 7:30 pm, Kresge Audhorlum

Din..

• STAR TREK Bloopers

All three Outrageous Reels in Color!

·Anlmated Star Trek
• Speclal Three-Season Retrospective
• Previews and Behind-the-Scenes
.2nd Pilot Outtakes
• Pius-Official Star Trek Trivia Quiz

Friday, November 18
University of Southern Maine

Luther Bonney Auditorium (Portland Campus)
Shows 7 & 9:15 p,m,
Tickets at the door:
$3,50 USM students Ire children under 12
$5,00 general public
Sponsored by USM Portland Events Board l Student AcHvltles

rock+roll

What's Where

Entertainment Hotline775.2.8.

A 2-HOUR
TREK-A-YHONI

+recommends ... At The Movies: Nov 911 at 7, 9; Nov 12 atl, 7,9; Nov 13 at
1.

•••

Th. Accu.ed is a movie about gang
rape, based, in part, on the New Bedford rape case of a few years ago ..
Jodie Foster plays the rape victim
Sarah Tobias, whose skirt was too
short and her tank top too revealing on
the night of the crime. Kelly McGiUis
plays an attorney who believes, at first,
that Sarah was partly responsible for
the rape. Later, McGillis repents and
takes the onlookers to court for goading on a felony. +recommends, but with
the warning that the movie is about rape
and it holds back no punches. At the
Maine Mall Cinemas: 1:30,4, 7,9:15.

Cro •• lng D.I.ncy Amy Irving plays
a single woman living on the Upper
West Side who is looking for Mr. Right
in New York. With the help of a marriage
broker hired by Grandma, she rejects a
novelist in favor of a pickle merchant
(pG). At the Nickelodeon: 1:35, 3:30,
7:30, 9:35 (Fri-Sun); 4:25, 7:30, 9:35.
Everybody'. All Amerlcen This is
another "Bull Durtlam" for football fans.
+wouldn't bother, except that it stars
Dennis Quaid and Jessica Lange. Even
I'd watch football for that. At the the
Maine Mall Cinemas: 1:30, 4,7,9:30.
Gone With the Wind Everyone
knows what this one's about, but some
of us probably have yet to sit through
the movie which stars Vivien Leigh and
Clark Gable. Here at CBW, we've been
talking about some starting a support
group for people people who haven't
read "Gone With the Wind' or seen the
movie, In fear of finding yet another
thing to whine about, +went out and
read the novel a few weeks ago and she
has every intention of seeing the flick.
At the Portland Museum of Art: Nov 11
at2 and 7 pm, Nov 12 at7 pm.
Th. Good Mother Diane Keaton
plays a divorced mother in a custody

Nov 11, 7:30 and 10 pm, Smkh Audkorlum
SlandB,_
Nov 12, 7:3ll andl0 pm, Smith Audhorlum

Cont,. Denee Nov 18,8:30 pm-12 am
at the Chestnut Street Methodist
Church, Portland. Live music by the
Crooked Stovepipe Band. Admission is
$3.

Th. Thin Blu. Une is an investigation of the 1976 murder of a Dallas
policeman. The investigation was conducted by director Errol Morris, who
stumbled upon the case while making a
film about Dr. James Grigson (known in
Texas as Dr. Death because his testimony in court has sent many convicted
murderers to death row) and interviewing men sentenced to death in part by
Grigson's testimony. Morris met Randall Adams, who had been convicted of
the murder of police officer Robert
Wood. Adams claims he is innocent.
Initially, therll had been one witness
against Adams - a teenager, David
Harris, picked up because he had reportedly been bragging that he "offed a
pig in Dallas: According to Harris, he
had met Adams on the day of the murder and the two spent the day together.
As they were returning to Adams hotel,
they were pulled over by a police car
and Adams pulled the gun out and shot
the policeman. Adams, on the other
hand, claims Harris dropped him at the
hotel sevllral hours before the murder
took place, after refusing to let Harris
spend the night. "II's a tale of a chance
encounter: two people meet for no reason; explains Morris, the director. "It
has a classical dimension - blind fate,
chance, caprice ... So there is the
question: If Adams is innocent, which I
believe, why did this all happen?" After
an hour and a half of revealing the lies
and deceptions surrounding the investigation, trial and appeals, the answer
to Morris' question comes at the end of
the film when Morris elicits a confession
and reason. The lengths to which the
DA's office went to convict Adams,
which Morris uncovers in the course of
making the film, are overshadowed by
these final remarks. The film leaves
you, not so much outraged by the
injustice of convicting an innocent man,
but terrified by the insanity and injustice that surrounded the whole case.
+recommends. At the Nickelodeon: 1,
3:40, 7, 9:30 (Fri-Sun); 4, 7, 9:30 (MonFri).
U2: R.UI. end H!Jm A U2 concert
movie for U2 fans. If you're not a U2 fan
we suggest you stay away from movies
playing in adjacent theaters as well. At
the Maine Mall Cinemas: 1,3:05,5:10,
7:15, 9:20.

Tin Drum

Nov 13, 7:30 pm, SmhhAudhorlum

D.tlenee and Hot Property Nov 10
at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 7612506.
Even John. · end the H-Bomb a
Nov 10 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth,
Portland. 774-1441.
HRB Nov 10-12 at LB's Pub, Rt 302, N
Windham. 892~923.
R.d Heev.n Nov 10-12 at the
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
G.G. Turn.r Band Nov 10-12 at
Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 7745246.
Prlvete Drive Nov 10-12 at the Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
.
Jimmy Page Nov 11 at the Civic Center. Tickets are $16.50. For ticket information, call 775-3481.
Jeck Smith and the Rockeblll,.
Plan.t Nov 11 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Kopterz Nov 11-12 at the Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland.
Beb. end the Gergoyl•• with Th.
Lon.ly Boya Nov 11 at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Deep.r In Debt Nov 11-12 at
Tommy's North Shore, RI. 302, Naples.
St.v. How.1I end Th. Wolv••
Nov 11-12 at the Marble Bar, 51 York,
Portland. 773-5516.
Chrl. KI.emen Bend Nov 11-12 at
Amigo's, 9 Dana, Portland. 772~772.
Rlgemerole Nov 12 at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Th •• Ten.men Nov 12 at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
FI,.lng Eye Nov 13 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Nlghtllf•• Nov 13 at the Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774~444.
Und.r Achlev.r. Nov 14 at the Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
Kopt.rz end Sevoy TruHI. Nov 16
at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441.
Jen.on. Nov 16-17 at the Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
Blockyerd Nov 17 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873.
Inald. Out.ld. and Boom
Shenke Nov 17 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Stryper Nov 17,8 pm at the Civic Cen- .ter. Tickets are $15,50, general admis/ sion. For ticket information, call 7753481.
Th. Excheng. Nov 17-19 at Moose
Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
GuUty Nov 18-19 at LB's Pub, Rt302, N
Windham. 892~923.
Rick Plnn.lI. Nov 18-19 at the
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
Th. Sigh. Nov 18-19 at the Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.

r+b
Eight to the Bar Nov 10 at Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
R.d Light R.vu. plays swing and
r&b every Wednesday at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 77~886.

Portlend Mu.eum of Art
Monument Square, Portland
Tid<ets are $3-$3.50
Gon. With the Wind
Nov II, 2 pm (free) and 7pm

+blues
Elvin BI.hop Nov 11 at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Blue. Proph.ts Nov 12 at Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Devld Bromberg Nov 18 at Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Blue. Night Sunday at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland, 761-2506 .

Nov 12, 7pm

She WON. Yellow Ribbon
Nov 17, 7pm

•••

Mr. North This is the Portland Premiere
of an all-star movie that was released
sometime back when we were
complaining about the heat. Based on
the novel by Thornton Wilder, the
screenplay was the last screenplay of
John Houston (who died on the set
while filming the movie). The movie is
directed by his son, Danny Houston,
and stars Anthony Edwards, Lauren
Bacall, Robert Mitchum, Harry Dean
Stanton and Angelica Houston. Anthony Edwards plays a young man who
can store up huge quantities of electricity in himself and amazes the
wealthy citizens of Newport, Rhode Island by curing them of their maladies.

reggae+
Without e Clue Michael Caine plays
the drunk again. This time Caine plays
Sherlock Holmes, who really doesn't
exist at all and is only a drunken actor
filling the role while Watson, played by
Ben Kingsley, is the brains behind the
whole operation. We hear its a good
comedy. At the Nickelodeon: 1:20,
3:45,7:10,9:25 (Fri-Sun); 4:20,7:10,
9:15 (Man-Thu).

Hepp,. Cempe,. Nov 15 at the Tree,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Reggee Denc. Perty every Sunday
night with Dani Tribesmen at Raou('s,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.

dancing+
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland.Thu, house
music and new music. Fri-Sat, eclectic
dance mix. Sun, request night. Mon,
house music. Wed, chern free dancing
to new wave. 773~187.

•••

WMPG 90.9
USM radio ·
Schedule of music
Thuraday
__ pm

R.velU_ ..so

progresslve

Proud Voice. 8·1 1 ....

IsrealVJewlsh

Hot Soup lor Lunch II _I:SO pm
avant garde/ethnic
EmoUo.....,. B _ t IISO-3 pm
rock & roll

S·. pm
rocklreggae

an.lety ......

L_

Ev....n· _
B-7 pm
blues
AU_lIv.
7.. pm
progressIve
Metown M - .•• 11ot I pm
The Fr_ ahow I I p .... 1 ....
Frank Zappa music

Friday
R_U. . .So.tI ....

bluegrass
M..... F••UV.. II-IO ....
MornIn' Groove 10.".12 pm
jazz
_"110 t 202 pm
rocklraplnois.
Root ... Cult... 2:30-. pm
regqaelAfrican
Ev....n _B-7pm
blues

Indu.trlou. N-'nt-'ou. 7:3o.t1 pm

Dad'. N.w Slack •• prn.t2 rndnlght
brain barrage

Saturday
Inqullilion 7-8:30 am
Spanish pop

Latino. 1·2 pm

ar..... op3... pm

PoelUve Vibration. 4-6 pm

reggae

Th. M.t.. V. .lt ... pm
hard rock
"10 pm
East EurOpean/experimental
- . . . Mullc 10 p ....,2:S0 ....
rock

_wa, Cult...

Deb Every Sunday through November
at Wharf's End, 52 Wharf, Portland.
773-0093.
Scott Ful.on Nov 16 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 8922221 .
De b Nov 17 at the Barnhouse Tavern,
RI. 35, N Windham. 892-2221J.... Wlnch •• ter Nov 17 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
Tom Dyhrberg Nov 18-19 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 8922221.
Jim dellent Nov 18-19 at the Intown
Pub, Brunswick. 729-1777.
Anne Dod.on Nov 19, 8 pm at the
First Parish Church, 425 Congress,
Portland. Tickets are $6 in advance
(available at Amadeus Music, Buckdancers Choice and Gallery Music,PortIand), $8 at the door. For more
information, call 773-9549.

Fri, &Sat. Nov, 18 &19

JJ(2rorr@ro~
Last Waltz
Farewell Performance
Don't Miss It!
Kahlua specials & giveaways all night

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

c.untry
Contre Danee Nov 18,8:30 pm-12 am
at the Chestnut Street Methodist
Church, Portland. Live music by the
Crooked Stovepipe Band. Admission is
$3.
Tredltlonel New Englend Country Denee Nov 11, 8:30 pm . Bostonbased band The Nashtones perform for
Contra, square, circle and couples
dances. Chase Hal( Lounge, Bates College, Lewiston. Admission $4.
Touch of Country Bend featuring
Dick Cash Nov 12, 8 pm at the Waldo
Theater, Waldoboro. Tickets are $6. For
information and reservations, call 8326373.
Zene Reven Every Monday through
November at Wharf's End, 52 Wharf,
Portland. 773-0093.
Bill,. Chinnock Nov 19 at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 77~886.

Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPy HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

Sunday
Ooopel Pow... Protiram .. so.••m
OVerlO.... II-IO am
USM performancos
Atutude 10 _12:30 pm
jazz/tuslon
W - - . Muolc & Comedy 12:3003 pm
You'll Danc. to AnythIng ... pm
Ju.t Folk. 10:30 p.... 1 2 rn_ght
folk

Mondays
Aevelne 8:30.8 am
progrosslveilrlsMvorid
_In Th. _11-\1:30 ....
reggaelAfrican
X.nophoblc. 12:30.2 pm
contemporary classical
Overtones 2-3 pm
USM pert.........,•• 203 pm
G.,.....,. music 3-& pm

Ev... ln' _

.w.. T-,_

B-7 pm

blues

t

........_

7:-.30 pm
bluegrassllolk
......oIc 10 prn.2 ....

Tueaday
Reveili. Ic30 ..........
jazz & bluos

Na.ten Slowl, II-tt ....

Indlanlclasslcat
Texture. 11:30 ."..2 pm
world muslcllolk
WI_D..... 2-4:S0pm
reggae

benln'::"7 pm
Maine Featlv" 7-8 pm

R. . .onable Music 8:30-10:30 pm
Jazz & blues
Overnight lloadtrlp 10 p.... 1 ....
obsOJre rock

Wednesday
R.v..II...3O ..........
jazz
The Lollt Highway 11:30.1 IISO ....
bluegrasSihonky tonk
2X......,., 11:30 ..... 1:30 pm
noIse & grunge
11I2H_E....... I:S0-3pm
hardcore
Jellyft.h H_v... 305 pm
progressive
Svenln' aun 5-7 pm
blues
Molo T•• B-tO pm
American roots
Jazz USSR 10 prn-12 ....
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·Plenl.t Philip Aeberg, Windham Hill
recording artist, performs .Nov 11, 8 pm
in Moulton Union, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Admission is $5 for the
public, free for Bowdoin students. For
more information, call 725-3321.
John M.II.1 Nov 11-12 at the Blue
Moon, 425 FoOre, Portland. 871-0663.
Peul Com.lI, Maine-based composer
and musician, will present his third annual Fall Concert to benefit Project
FEED on Nov 11, 8 pm and Nov 13, 3
and 7 pm at the Theater of Fantasy, 50
Danforth, Portland. Tickets are $8 Friday, $7 Sunday. Audience members
are encouraged to bring non-perishable
foods to be collected at the door for
Project FEED. For more information and
to make reservations, cal( 775-5957.
Jazz .t Noon with Randy Bean and
Liela Percy, vocalists; Brad Terry,
clarinet; Roy Frazee, piano; John
Hunter, bass; and Steve Grover
Drums. Nov 14, 12 noon in Rm 101
Gibson Hall, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call
Bill Street Nov 18-19 at the B(ue
Moon, 425 Fore, Portland. 871-0663.
Peul Cornell Maine-based composer
and musician, will present his third annual Fall Concprt to benefit Project
FEED on Nov 11,8 pm and Nov 13,3
and 7 pm at the Theater of Fantasy, 50
Danforth, Portland. Tickets are $8 Friday, $7 Sunday. Audience members
are encouraged to bring non-perishable
foods to be collected at the door for
Project FEED. For more information and
to make reservations, call 775-5957.
M.temore Windham Hill artists perform on hammered dulcimer, fiddle,
flute, piano and concertina Nov 16, 8
pm at Olin Arts Center, Bates College,
Lewiston. Admission is $5/$3. For
reservations, call 786-6135 .

folk+acoustic

classic. I

Denny B.el & Eerl Blg.lowevery
Thu at Intown Pub, Brunswick. 7291777.
Who Know. Nov 9-10 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 8922.221.
Annie Clark Nov 11 -12 at the Intown
Pub, Brunswick. 729-1777.3
Lerry Irwin Nov 11-12 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 8922221.
Clancy Brother. Irish folk music
greats perform at the Center, Orono
Nov 12, 8 pm for MPBN's 25th Anniversary. The performance will be broadcast live on MP BN television and radio.

Trio Sonnerle Beroque will perform
music for violin , viola de gamba and '
harpsichord Nov 11 , 8:15 pm in Olin
Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston.
Tickets $8, $5 for students and seniors.
For more information, call 786-6135.
Mozert'e Tripi. Pieno Concerto,
Brahm's "Academic Festival Overture"
and works by Ravel, Milhuad and
Rameau will be performed Nov 12, 8 pm
and Nov 13, 2 pm by the Bates CollegeCommunity Chamber Orchestra at Olin
Arts Center, Bates College Lewiston .
Free and open to the public.

+MORE •••
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S~~2!.gan's V .\'I
46 Market Street, Portland. 774-5246
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We startAfrom scratch!
INSIDERS
Fresh vegetables, meat, cheese, and spices are wrapped
in a fresh dough, cooked and served piping hot with
chips and a crisp pickle.

3.95
ROAST TURKEY

ROAST BEEF

VEGETARIAN

HAM

~.-

'MUSC

The Oratorio Chore Ie All-Bach
Program Nov 13, 3 pm at The Center
for the Arts, 804 Washington, Bath.
Works to be performed include "Jesu,
meine Freude; the Orchestral Suite No.
3 in D and Cantata No. 21, "Ich halle
viel Bekummemis: TIckets are $t 0/$8.
For more information, call 442-8455.
Indian mu.lc with Prasad Bane~ee,
renowned bansuri (bamboo flute)
player; Ravi Sharma, sitar; Dilip
Mukhe~ee, tabla; and Sulaya Banerjee,
tanpura. The music performed will be
the classical music of the ancient Vedic
civilization. Nov 15, 7:30 pm in the
Chapel, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
For more information, call 725-3321.
Evening Recital by USM music students Nov 15, 8 pm at Corthell Concert
Hall, USM Gorham. Free.
Planl.t Richard Robert. will present a free public concert on Nov 16,
7:45 pm at the Eleanor DeWolfe Ludke
Auditorium, Westbrook College,
Stevens Ave, Portland. Works performed include Mozart's Sonata in A
Major, Samuel Barber-s Sonata, Op. 26,
Chopin's Ballade in F minor, Op. 52 and
works transcribed for piano from Bach,
Gounod's "Faust" and Stephen Sondheim. For more information, call 7977261.
The Canadian Bra •• Nov 18,8 pm
at the Portland City Hall Auditorium.
TIckets are $111$17. For more information, call 772-8630.
Elmer Iseler Singer., the USM
Chorale and the Northern New England
High School Honors Course will perform
Faure·s Requiem and other works Nov
19,8 pm in Portland City Hall Auditorium. TIckets are $51$2. For more information, call 780-5555.

J

r.

A Walk In the oods by Lee Blessing Nov 3-20 at Portland Performing
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. Showtime
is Tue-Thu 7:30 pm, Fri 8 pm, Sat 5 and
9 pm, and Sun at 2 pm. TIckets are $8$19. For ticket information, call 774·. 0465.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A Collection of One Act Play. at
..
Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland Nov 10-12 at8 pm (2 pm show also
on Nov 12). Three plays, 'Act Without
Words' by Samuel Beckett, "The
Loveliest Afternoon of the Year" by
John Guare and "Pvt. Wars" by James
McLure. Tickets are $6 public, $4
students. For more information, call
780-4049.
Senaea'. Meclaa Nov 11-12 at 8 pm
and Nov 13 at 2 pm at Gannett Theater,
Bates College, Lewiston. Admission is
$41$2. For reservations, call 786-6135.
New York performance artl.t
Monty Cantsln will perform Nov II,
7:30 pm at the Maine Writers Center,
19D Mason, Brunswick. Cantsin is the
Founder of the International Neoist
Conspiracy and has proclaimed himself
leader of The People on the Lower East
Side of Manhattan. For more information, call 729-6333.
So, .. What Now? A comedy in one
act based on a Dorothy Parker Story
produced by the Kracke~ack Theatre
Company Nov 11-12, 8:30 pm at the
Thomas Inn and Playhouse, Rt. 302,
South Casco. (Dinner is served at 7
pm). For reservations and information,
call 655-3292.
Garrl.on Keillor, creator and host of
"Prairies Home Companion" and the
town and residents of "Lake Wobegon'
will give a live performance Nov 14,
7:30 pm at Pordand City Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $14-$20 and are
available at Payson Smith Hall, 96 Falmouth St., Pordand. For more information, call 874-6500.
Open Mike/Audition Night every
Wednesday at the Thomas Inn and
Playhouse, Rt. 302, South Casco. Interested acts should contract the
management at the Inn, 655-3292, to
arrange scheduling. Acts chosen from
the Wednesday night auditions will be
offered an opportunity to perform for
.: A soft, versatile I compensation at the Inn. Auditions are
In yellOW or trlS.
d be
open to the public.
addition to your war ro .
A New Trio In Concert Gretchen
Berg, Gwyneth Jones and Paul Sarvis
with friends will perform three theatrical
dance pieces, including "Keep Fit, Be
TO
Happy· and ·Vacationland: Performances are Nov 17-20, Thu-Sat at 8
pm, Sun at 7 pm at the Baxter Gallery,
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress,
FACTORY STORE
Portland. Tickets $5-$7 and are available at Pordand Wine and Cheese or by
107 Main St. calling
773-5073.

the All-Cotton

.,

Calida
•
Palamas

. ulddledowTU

Yannouth, ME
Next to North Yannouth Academy

846-3695

The Crab Who Got Tired of
Chri.tmas, a comical underwater
look at holiday preparations, and
"Rehearse, Jonah; the humorous story
of Jonah and the Whale told as a play in

rehearsal. Performances are Nov 1819, 25-27, and Dec 1-3 at 8 pm at the
Schoolhouse Theater, Rt. 114, Sebago
Lake Village. For ticket information, call
642-3743 or 773-1648.
Th. Plrat •• of Penzance by Gilbert
& Sullivan performed by the Brunswick
Choral Society Nov 18-20. Performances Fri-Sat, 8 pm and Sat-Sun, 3
pm at The Center for the Arts, 804
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $101$8.
For more information, call 442-8455.
Clnd.r.lla performed by the Pordand
Players Nov 18-Dec 11 at Thaxter Theater, 420 Cottage Rd, S Portland.
Showtimes are Fri-Sat at 8 pm Sun at
2:30 pm. For ticket information, call
799-7337.
Arthur Mille". "All My Sons" will
be performed by Masque and Gown Nov
18-19_ 8 pm at Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Admission is $5 for the general public. For
more information, call 725-3151.
Garth Fagan's Buck.t Theater
Modern jazz dance Nov 19, 8 pm at
Lewiston Jr High School. Tickets ere
$8-$12. For more information, call 7827228.

opening.
Mystlcl.m.: Photographs of
Minor Whit. at the Payson Gallery of
Art, 716 Stevens Ave, Pordand. Nov
12-Dec 24. Opening reception Nov 13,
3-5 pm. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm,
Thu, 10 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm. 7979546.

ar.und town

Portland Museum of Arl Seven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Current exhibits: Winslow Homer: Paintings of the
Civil War (Oct 6-Dec 18); Judith
Rothchild: From Collage into Relief
(Oct 28-Dec 31).775-6148.
Johnnie Ro•• and Paul Heroux
display new work through Nov 30 at
Barridott Galleries, 26 Free, Pordand.
Also at the gallery a selection of 19th
and early 20th century American Art.
Hours: Weekdays 10 am-5 pm, Sat 124 pm. 772-5011.
Katherine Axllrod and" 0 an
Rademacher exhibit new paintings
at The Art gallery at Six Deering Street,
Portland. Exhibit continues through
Nov. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm for the
first two weeks of the month, by
appointment thereafter. 772-9605.
Power Party WMPG, USM's radio sta- .
Art and Architecture: Yester·
tion, is boosting their power Nov 10 at
day and Today at Hobe Sound Gal12 noon. In celebration, The Rio Bisbee
leries North, One Milk Street and Wellin
Band, Katherine Rhoda and Charlie
Gardiner Fine Arts, 4 1/2 Milk Street,
Brown's new band will perform at the
Portland. Exhibit continues through
Student Center at USM Gorham, 7 pm Dec 3. Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm
12 midnight.
(Hobe, 773-2755); Tue-Sat 9:30 amHoliday Prelucla. Fa.hlon Show
5:30 pm (Wellin Gardiner, 774-1944).
sponsored by the Women's Committee
Danforth Street Gallery, 34 Danof the Portland Symphony Orchestra
forth, Portland. Contemporary, figuraNov 17, 11 :30 am at the Holiday Inn by
tive paintings and drawings by Salazar
the Bay. Two shows at 1 and 5:30 pm.
through Dec 23. Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30
Tickets for both shows are $20 and
am-5 pm, Thu until 8 pm . 775-6245.
reservations can be made by calling
Afternoon Gallery, 49 Dartmouth,
799-4830 by Nov 11 .
Portland. Paintings by artists repreSouthern Maine Craft Show Nov
II, 12 noon-8 pm and Nov 12, 10 am-5
sented by the gallery through November. Hours: Wed-Fri, 1-5 pm. 871 -9235.
pm at the Pordand Expo, 239 Park Ave,
Greenhut Galleries, 146 Middle,
Portland. For more information, call
Pordand. Original prints by Robert Kip874-8203.
St. Angsar Lutheran Church
niss, Harold Altman, Theodore Jeremenko; pastels by Cynthia Costello;
Chrlstma. Fair Nov 12, 10 am-3 pm.
paintings by JoAnn Stover. Exhibit
Special luncheon, international table,
Cllristmas decorations and special accontinues through Nov. Hours: Montivities for children. For more informaSat 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Christmas Show "The Gift of
tion, call 797-4925.
GI . . ." at the Stein Gallery, 20 Milk,
Family Day. at the Portland Museum
Portland. (Nov 10-Dec 31) Hours: Monof Art Nov 12-13, 12 noon-5 pm. Civil
Sat, 11 am-5:30 pm. 772-9072.
War films, gallery talk, music, tradiBirds That Never We .. Sculpture
tional dance, and activities for children
by Edwin Gamble at Hitchcock Art
will be ottered. "Gone With the Wind" will
Dealers, 602 Congress St., Portland.
be shown Nov 11 at 2 pm and 7 pm and
Exhibit continues through November
Nov 12 at 7 pm. For more information,
30. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm. 774-8919.
call 775-6148.
Grandparent. Te. Nov 16, 3-4:30 Form. from Inner Nec.s.lty
Works by Jane Wray at Artisan's
pm at the PorIland Public Library, MonGallery, 334 Forest, Pordand. Exhibi~
ument Square. Grandparents are incontinues through Nov. Hours: Mon-Fn
vited to come to the library for tea and
9 am-6 pm, Sat 9 am-3 pm. 772-5522.
biscuits, and to talk about books that
Greenhut Gallerie. Original works by
will make gifts for grandchildren. No
Jo Ann Storer, Cynthia Costello, Peter
books will be for sale, but there will be a
chance to win a book in a drawing. Free
and open to the public. For more inforMiddle, Portland. Exhibit continues
mation, call 773-4761.
through Nov 30. Hours: Mon-Sat,
S.nta'. Workshop Nov t8, 10 am-4
10:30-5:30. 772-2693.
pm and Nov 19, 10 am-2 pm at St.
011 Painting. and Gouaches by
Jude's, Freeport. Handiwork, decoraJill Hoy at Congress Square Gallery,
tions, greens, religious art and bakery.
594 Congress, Portland. Exhibit conSanta will be visiting Saturday.
tinues through Nov 26. Hours: Mon-Sat
Star Trek Fest Nov 18, 7 and 9:30 pm
10 am-6 pm. 774-3369.
at Luther Bonney Auditorium. The twoGroup .how with works by Carol
hour "Trek-a-Thon" features rare bloopBass, Audrey Code, Esther Gyory and
ers and out takes from the original seGregory Welch at the West End
ries and second television pilot, a 10Gallery, 34 Danforth, Portland. Exhibit
minute background look at the making
continues through Nov 13. Hours: Daily
of "Star Trek IV: "The Voyage Horne;
11 am-7 pm. 775-7949.
an animated episode, a three-season
Broderson's Be.t Award-winning
retrospective, and a trivia quiz. Tickets
advertising al the Payson Gallery of
are $5 and are available at the door.
Art, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland
Monte Carlo Night Nov 19, 7:30 pm
(through Nov). Hours: Tue-Thu, 10 amat the Jewish Community Center, 57
4 pm, Thu 10 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 1-5
Ashmont, Portland. Games of chance
pm. 797-9546.
and rattles. Free refreshments. Open to
Gallery 127, 127 Middle, Portland.
all adults 18 and older. $2 entry donaNew oils by Portland's Michael Watertion. For more information , call 772man,
Nick Snow, John Hultberg and
1959.
handmade paper works by Diana ArVery Special Arts, devoted to decadipone. Also works by John
veloping and supporting the arts by, for
Dehlinger, Lynn Drexler, Glen Grafeland with people with disabilities, will
man,
Alex Gridzeijko, Eric Green,
hold a day long "hands-on" arts festival
Richard Hutchkins, C. Michael Lewis,
Nov 19 at Community Support SerCharles E. Martin, Graydon Mayer,
vices, 445 Main St., Biddeford. There
Chris Nielsen, Nick Snow, John Swan
will be dance, poetry, sculpture, paper
and
Gina Werfel. Exhibit continues
making, painting, magic, pottery and
through Dec. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6
silkscreening. For more information,
pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-3317.
call 761-3861.
Spring Point Pottery,S Adams, S
Home.pun Holidays Fair Nov 19, 9
Pordand. Pottery exhibit. By appointam-7 pm and Nov 20, 9 am-12 noon at
ment or chance 767-1350.
St. Anne's Church, 299 Main, Gorham.
Cafe Alway., 47 Middle, Portland.
Caroling The Intown Portland ExNew work by Lori Austill (through Dec
change is looking for groups to partici1).774-9399.
pate in the Holiday Caroling Series to be
held in the downtown between Nov 27
schools.libraries
and Dec 22 on Thursdays, 7-8 pm and
My.ticlsm.: Photograph. of
Sundays, 2-3 pm. Interested groups of
Minor White at the Payson Gallery of
practiced carolers should contact the
Art, 716 Stevens Ave, Pordand. Nov
IPE at 772-6828.
12-Dec 24. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm,
W.ekly Flea Market Sundays, 9
ThU, 10 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm. 797·
am-4 pm, at the Portland Expo Center,
9548.
239 Park Ave, Pordand.
Contemporary Sculptur.. by
Michael Porter at the South Portland Public Ubrary, 482 Broadway. Ex-

~~~~:~ ~~~~~~n~~:C~~i,f~ri~~ut!~

hibit continues through Nov 30. 7992204.
Make .. 88 An exhibit of works by
members of the Maine Craft Association at Baxter Gallery, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress, Pordand. Exhibit
continues through Nov 17. Hours: MonFri, 10 am-5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun,
11 am-4 poi. 775-3052.
Hayloft Art Society members will
show their work at the Pordand Public
Ubrary through Nov 29. Exhibit is open
during library hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 9-6,
Tue, Thu 12-9, Sat 9-5. 773-4761 .
Bo.ton Artist St.ven Mitchell
will exhibit new work through Dec 21 at
the AREA Gallery at the Campus Center, USM pomand. For more information, call 780-4090.
Bowdoin College Mus.um of
Art Brunswick. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am·
4 p';'; Sa~ 10 am-5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm.
Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black
America through Nov 19. The Print: Old
and Modem Masters through Nov 13.
Printmaker Laurie E. Ourlicht exhibits
her work Nov 15-27.
Origin. In Maine Works on paper by
ltalo Scanga at the Museum of Art, Olin
Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston.
Exhibit continues through Nov 13.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm, Sun 1-5
pm. 786-6158.
Made.ln~Malne
Exhibit at the
Michael Waterman Art Gallery, USM
Gorham. Exhibit contiues through Nov
17. Hours: Sun-ThU 12-4 pm. 780-5009.

out .f town
Photography by Ed Holcomb of
Cape Porpoise will be on display at the
Attorney General Gallery Space 10·
eated on the sixth floor, State Office
Building in Augusta through Dec 2. A
reception for the artist will be given on
Nov 10, 4:30-6:30 pm . Gallery hours:
Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm. 289-2724.
Silk wall hanging. by Margery Ware
Kirsch are on exhi bit through December
at the Maine Audubon Society, Gisland
Farm, 118 U.S. Route One, Falmouth .
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm. 781-2330.

Main. Arts Comml•• lon has
extended the deadline to Nov 15 for
applications to the Contemporary
Visual Arts Exhibition program. The
program provides financial support for
exhibitions that promote the ·work of
contemporary visual, craft, and media
artists in Maine. Contact the Maine Arts
Commission, Station 25, Augusta,
Maine 04333 or 289-2724 for specific
eligibility guidelines.
Gallery Talk Nov 10 at 5:15 pm and
Nov 11 a112:30 pm .. "Winslow Homer:
Paintings of the Civil War.· Portland
Museum of Art. Free.
The Abiding Wound: The Civil
War S.... lbllity Nov 10,8 pm. Lecture given by Marc Pachter who will
discuss how the artistic sensibility of
the nation responded to the Civil War.
Pordand Museum of Art. Free. For more
information, call 775-6148.
Gall.ry talk Nov 13, 3 pm "Glorious
Propaganda: Tuscan Grand Ducal
Portraits from the Molinari Collection of
Medals and Plaquettes" will be given by
Katharine Watson in the Walker Art
Building, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
For more information, call 725-3275.
From Th.s. Roots A documentary
on the Harlem Renaissance presented
in conjunction with the exhibit "Harlem
Renaissance: Art of Black America"
(see CBW, October 20) Nov 13, 2 pm in
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call
725-3275.
An Artist'. Perspectlv. A gallery
talk given by Laurie E. Ourlicht in conjunction with the exhibit her prints Nov
16, 1 pm and Nov 20, 3 pm at the
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call
725-3275.
Artl.tlceramlcl.t George Mason
will show slides of his ceramic murals,
other relief work in plaster and earlier
work. In addition, he will show
examples of his many local Percent for
Art projects and talk about the
Watershed Center for Ceramic Art in
Edgecomb which is becoming a
nationally recognized . Presented by
the Union of Maine Visual Artists on
Nov 18, 7:30 pm at the Maine Writers
Center, 190 Mason, Brunswick. For
more information, call 729-6333,
Natur. Drawing In the Moun·
taln. Nov 19-20 at the Appalachian
Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch Camp.
A weekend of observing and sketching
nature with Petey Becker, a naturalist
and artist. For more information on the
workshop and reservations, call 603486-2727.
Making Decorallve Boxes One
day workshop on Nov 19, 9 am-12 noon
at the Portland YWCA, 87 Spring St.
Cost is $6 for YWCA members, $8 for
non-members. For more information,
call 874-1130 .......
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TURN IT UP, TURN IT UP, TURN IT UP

WMPG reaches out
You can't always get what
you want, but if you try sometimes you get what you deserve.
Take radio for example. Portland has m~re commercial
radio stations per capita on the
air than any other city in the
United States. You would think,
amid this welter of signals, that
more than a few choices might
be in the offing. But aside from
differences in the basic programming format - country,
Middle-of-the-Road, Big Chill,
classical or Top-of-the-Pops these stations are remarkably,
depressingly similar. It's as if
the promise of early radio with its wide variety of music,
information and entertainment
programming-never made the
transition into the brave new
market-driven era of heavy
rotation and low expectations.
If you know where to look,
however, innovative radio
programming can be found.
The latest addition to this select
club of listenable stations is
Gorham's WMPG-FM. The
station, which has been on the
air for the last 19 years, recently
won approval from the FCC to
boost i.ts power from a modest
50 watts to 1100 watts, enough
to reach Portland after years of
creative obscurity in Gorham.
WMPG's power-up party takes
place at noon on Thursday,
November 10, with a barrage of
appearances from many of its
nearly 100 strong volunteer
staff.
As a university supported
entity, WMPG is not exactly
swimming in the money it takes

to keep the station on the air.
Nevertheless, on the strength
of its volunteers and four paid
staffers, the station takes its
mandate seriously: to provide
educational alternative community-oriented programming; to offer artistic, cultural
and political perspectives that
are ignored or under-represented in the mainstream
media; to provide students with
marketable broadcast training
and skills; and to make the airwa ves available to citizens and
groups as a forum for the exchange of ideas.
While this sounds Very Serious and Well-Intentioned, the
real-time impact of WMPG is
like nothing else you are likely
to h~r. The station broadcasts
24 hours each day, and its programming is 85% music. It
encompasses rock, reggae, jazz,
folk, 20th century classical,
women's music and a variety
of programs that you are unlikely to hear anywhere else.
Want to know what's happening in news and popular music
in Cambodia, Afghanistan,
Germany or Spain? WMPG
broadcast shows in Khymer,
Afghani, German and Spanish.
In addition to music and a
rainbow of languages, WMPG
devotes the remainder of its
programming to public affairs
shows produced at the station
or picked up from the Pacifica
Network, a sort of Associated
Press of alternative radio journalism and documentary programs. The station rounds out
its programming with re-broad-

casts of 1950s radio shows, and
re-broadcasts of University of
Southern Maine music department recitals and performances
from the Maine Festival.
While station manager Peter
Twitchell does not yet know
how this eclectic mix of programming wj.ll fare in the relativelyturbulent airwaves of the
Portland market, he is convinced. that WMPG will provide an alternative to the ear
candy that the region currently
suffers.
"Given the fact that we have
all these stations," he observes,
"the question that occurs to me
is, How well are we being
served? How is news and public affairs coverage? What perspectives are being covered?"
"There need to be major
changes," he continues. "They
(commercial radio stations) say
that they're doing what people
want, but no one can tell how
much people enjoy it or what
they're getting out of it. Commercial broadcasting is a mess.
Radio has become such a lucrative business that the whole
notion of public service has
gone right out the window."
If you're interested in finding
out more about what WMPG's
version of public service and
entertainment is all about, tune
into 90.9. If you'd like to receive
a printed schedule, call or write
WMPG at 37 College A venue,
qorham, ME, 04038, 780-5415.
Michael 'Hugh.. can be seen
around town dancing in the streets
with his headphones tuned in.

Lunch in the Old Port WdS
~rk sandwichs. Over 60
nothing to.get excited
{lliferent bottled beers. And
about lIntif
~~~~~~i1 ice cold drafts,
Cadillac Jack's Ir
nnn.--l from
cruised into
~~tic,
town. Hot, juicy
vintage gas
burger's served
pumps. You
on a steamy,
WdIlt an
buttered bUn.
exciting lunch?
Tasty teriyaki
Get ~
chicken and
aboUt DC1iJJac
barbecue
Jack's.

-

em/;Ike[foeJJ
A Good Place to Eat
442 Fore Street in Port1and's Old Port. 774-7466

THE

SEVENTH SIGN
DEMIMOORE

It is written that the
end of the world will be
heralded by seven signs.
Six have already come to
pass. Now, Demi Moore
holds the only key...

PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION

VIDEOPORT
Lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
Porttand, Maine

UotJ~qIl~.9tP~

T.M

Open 7 days

773-1999

You need it yesterday. We'll have it for you tomorrow.
That fast. Any size sign. Lettering up to 13", Your
choice of color and typestyle. Computer cut vinyl
lettering. Whatever your signage needs, Tomorrow.
That fast.

243 Falmouth Rood
Falmouth, Maine 04105

COM PAN Y

s500 OFF PURCHASE OF s5(JXl OR MORE
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Restaurant

i 9 MEOfANIC Sf.
FREEPORT
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: across the street
I and down the hill
from LL. Bean

I OPEN DAll.Y 11.9
I nOSED TUESDAYS
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with your choice of meatballs and rnarinan
sauce, pesto sauce and fresh tomatoes or white
dam sauce. Served with Il3rlic bread and salad.

___ _

$6.95

November 10, 11.88
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For Holiday Gift Giving ...

Copying old and
faded photographs

Remember that
old photograph you found?
Remember how it made you
feel? You can share the
memories, Plan now
to have it copied in
time for the holidays,

Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab

The Photo Finish
SPECIALIZING IN:

Photo restorations • Copying old and faded photographs
Black and white processing and printing • B&W prints from color slides

10 Exchange Street, Rm,207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861

....
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SATURDAY, NOV. 12
. 11 A.M.-2 P.M.
Cumberland County
Civic Center
Children 12 and under $1.50
Adults $2.50
Sample some of the best
chili and chowder Portland's
restaurants have to offer and vote
for your favorite.
$200 First Prize in each
category and plaques for
First Prize and Second Prize
finishers in each category.

Phillip Agee, former CIA agent and
author of the controversial book 'On
the Run" will present a critical review of
the CIA's activities as well as recount
some of his own experiences with the
agency on Nov 10, 7:30 pm in Chase
Hall Lounge, Bates College, Lewiston.
Free and open to the public.
Melodrama and Political heroe.:
The Plac. of Cinema In South
Indian Life Lecture with film clips
presented by Sara Dickey Nov 10, 7 pm
at Olin Arts Center, Bates, Lewiston.
Free and open to the public.
The '88 Pre.ldentlal Campaign:
A R.tro.p.ctlv. Nov ", 7:30 pm
at Bates. Symposium panel includes
political activist Ann Lewis, and authors Gerald Pomper and Stephen
Wayne. Free and open to the public.
Chapel, Bates College, Lewiston.
I Th. Main. Chapter of the
, American Bu",lnes. Woman's
A •• oclatlon will hold it's monthly
meeting Nov 15, 5:30 pm at Michel's
Restaurant in Portland. Guest speaker
will be Clayton Churchill, president of
Northeast Management, whose topic
will be "Making It Happen, How To Get
Things Done: Dinner reservations
must be made by Nov 10, by calling
Elizabeth Smith at 797-5456 after 5 pm.
Book DI.cus.lon Nov 12, 10 am at
the Falmouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt
Rd. This week's discussion is on 'The
Tenant of Windfell Hall" by Anne
Bronte. For more information, call 7812351.
Radon How to test for radon and how to
prevent its potentially harmful effects is
the subject of a talk being given by
Dave Dalphonse of the Alpha-Radon
Lab in South Portland Nov 13, 2 pm at
the Jewish Community Center, 57 Ashmont, Portland. The program includes
brunch and is free and open to the public. Register by Nov 10 by calling 7721959.
Gardening Practlc•• slide show with
Eric Sideman of the Maine Organic
Farmers and Gardeners Association
Nov 14, 7:30 pm at the Falmouth
Memorial Library, 5 Lunt Ad., Falmouth.
Potluck dinner at 6 pm. For more information, call 797-5434.
Plimouth Colony'. First Assistant to
the Governor, Isaac Allerton, will visit
the Yarmouth Historical Society Nov
14, 7:30 pm in the Merrill Memorial library, Main St., Yarmouth. Allerton will
discuss 17th century Maine coast settlements and Plimouth Colony's interest in the coast of Maine. Admission is
free, donations accepted. For more information, call 846~59.
Book DI.cu •• lon Nov 15, 10 am at
the Falmouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt
Rd. This week's discussion is on
•Joanna's Husband & David's Wife" by
Elizabeth Forsythe Hailey. For more information, call 781-2351.
The Land of Norumbega An exhibit
of rare maps, atlases, globes, and
navigational instruments traces the
discovery of the Americas and the exploration of the coast of Maine, once
known as the "Land of Norumbega." At
the Portland Museum of Art, Nov 15Jan 22.
Plotter M.dla Seminar "Everything
you always wanted to know about piotter papers and plotter pens and were
afraid to ask" Nov 15, 7 pm at Maine
Surveyors' Service, 28 U.S. Route "
Yarmouth. Free admission, but space
is limited to 30 people. For reservations, call 846-5143.
Student Rights, Faculty Rights,
Animal Right.: A Pan.1 DI.·
cu •• lon Nov 15, 7 pm in the Moot
Classroom. USM Portland School of
Law. A panel of science and philosophy
professors and students will debate issues of academic freedom, student
conscience, and protection of animals.
Free and open to the public.
Where ar. the Heroe.?: The
S.arch for Moral L.ade,.hlp is
the title of a lecture being given Nov 15,
11 am in the Eleanor DeWolfe Ludke
Auditorium, Westbrook College, Portland. The lecture is being given by John
F. Brennan, who will examine the relationship between ethics and leadership, drawing on years of experience
as president, chief executive officer,
and chairman of the board for a number
of companies. The lecture is free and
open to the public. For more information, call 797-7261.
.lung Seminar Symbols of the Unconscious: Analysis and Interpretation
- a dream "Traveler's Aid" The seminar
is held Nov 15, 4 pm in the Faculty
Room, Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick: For more information, call 725-3151.
Portland Write,. N.twork, a community of fiction, nonfiction and poetry
writers, promotes writing and provides a
forum for new talent. A series of
workshops will be offered by the group.
Line by line analysis of writers' work
Nov 16, 7 pm at PorUand Monthly, 578
Congress, Portland.

Book. for Lunch Nov 16, 12:05-1 pm
at the Portland Public Library, Monument Square. This week's discussion is
on "The Citadel" by A.J. Cronin, led by
Nancy Crowell. For more information,
call 773-4761.
SmartCAM An on-site seminar at D&G
Machine Products in S Portland covering the complete CAD/CAM process in
a live demonstration, from creating a
drawing on CAD to producing a CNC
code on Nov 16, 7 pm. Free admission,
but space is limited to 30 people. For
reservations, call 846-5143.
Archlt.ctural Metaphors is the tiUe if a lecture being given by art historian Mary Beebe Nov 16, 7 pm at the
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress
St., Portland, For more information, call
775-3052.
Black Politics and the Am.rlcan
Pr•• ld.ntlal Election A lecture
being given by Augustus Adair, visiting
professor of govemment, Nov 16, 7:30
pm in Daggett Lounge, Wentworth Hall,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
information, call 725-3151.
Th. Myst.ry of Myst.rles Nov
17, 7 pm. Lecture-discussion series on
mysteries at Thomas Memorial Library,
6 Scott Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. The
topic of this week's discussion is "The
Mysteries of Maine; an exploration of
the historical and cultural setting in a
variety of Maine mysteries. For more
information, call 799-1720.
Th. Gno.tlc Go.p.l. and the
Politic of the Canon A lecture being given by Birger Pearson, who will
discuss some of the gnostic materials
discovered approximately 40 years ago
which bring into question some of the
interpretations of the life and teachings
of Jesus on Nov 17, 4 pm at Luther
Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 78~330.
R.cltal of Spani.h-Am.rlcan
Poetry In Spanl.h will be given by
Argentine actress Graciela Lecube Nov
17, 7:30 pm in Chase Barn Chamber,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
information, call 725-3151.
S.lf-E.teem Day for Wom.n A
workshop sponsored by the University
of Maine Cooperative Extension Service on Nov 19. The day will include
mini-lectures, group discussions and
individual activities. Women who attend
the workshop will become aware of behavior, attitudes and relationships as
they develop a personal understanding
of self-esteem. Program is free, but
workshop size is limited. Registration
deadline is Nov 11. For more information, call 780-4205.
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Post-EI.ctlon Outlook for the
Rainbow and Gre.n Mov.m. nts A talk given by Yanique
Joseph, co-founder of the New York
Green Network, on Nov 10, 7:30 pm in
Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
information, call 725-3151.
B.nefit p.rformanc. of "A Walk
In the Woods" Nov 13, 7:30 pm at
the Portland Performing Arts Center.
Tickets are $15 and are available by
calling Maine Freeze at 772-0680 or the
Portland Stage Company at 774-<l465.
Theatre goers can also elect to donate
$2 of their licket price to Ihe Freeze
Campaign when they attend the play at
other performances.
Portland Democratic City Com"
mitt•• •• guest speaker will be Jay
Hibbard, executive director of the Intown Portland Exchange. The topic will
be the economic survival of Downtown
Portland. Nov 15, 7 pm at Franklin Towers, Franklin at Cumberland, Portland.
Coffee and desert afterwards.
The Main. As.oclation of Int.rdep.ndent N.lghborhood., a
coalition of groups from around the
state concerned about issues affecting
low-income people, invites low-income
people to its annual conference on Nov
19. The conference will be held in Rm
113 of the Staff Office Building in Augusta. Bring your concerns about access to health care, job training, better
housing and increased health care
benefits and help shape MAIN's agenda
for 1989. For more information or help
with child care or transportation, call
Judy Guay at 1-800-432-7825 or 9470511; or Bob Philbrook at 772-5636.
Par.nts· and Grandparents'
Rights The Portland group, We Who
Care, will be presenting information on
parents' and grandparents' rights at the
MAIN conference in Augusta Nov 19.
To arrange for transportation or childcare, call We Who Care at 774-1110.
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Rumor has it the Boston
Celtics are considering moving
here to Portland after their lease
runs out on the Boston Garden
in three years. The Celts visited
Cumberland County Civic
Center on Thursday, October
27 and trampled the Milwaukee Bucks 128-96 in a one-sided
pre-season scrimmage game.
The Green and White were very
pleased with the ecstatic community support. Over 8000
Mainers gasped "Ahuh" for 48
minutes of Fantastic NBA action. It was the largest crowd to
ever watch a basketball game
in the state of Maine.
As the Celtics dressed and
prepared to fly out of our International Jetport, I had the rare
opportunity to speak to a few
of them and ask what they liked
or would remember about
Portland Maine. Here is what
they had to say.
Jimmie Rodgers, Celtics head
coach, offered, "Portland is a
great city and my players
seemed to like it just fine. My
only objection is your city's
parking policy. Our pilot said
he had to move the jet to the
opposite side of the runway
every six hours. As I understand it, it's much more complicated and confusing for cars.
If we reloca ted here to Portland
it would be imperative that the
fans be able to park in the same
location for the duration of the
contest. I don't have that confidence at this point."
Larry Bird, Celtics Superstar,
Multi-Millionaire, and Team
Captain, chipped in "Aw, I
don't see any problem.
Portland's all right. People here
don't talk as funny as they do in
French Lick, don't ya know. My
major concern is the seating
capacity of 8000. Even if they
filled it up every night, it
wouldn't be enough to pay my
four million dollar salary in the
'91-92 season. Maybe two
people could sit in every seatthat would be, let's see, well
over 10,000 people - close to
the Garden full house. Hey,
would we still be considered a
United States team?"
Danny Ainge, Team Mormon
and Long Distance Bomber
from threepointland, quipped,
"My religion says Ihave to dress
nice-off the court. If I lived and
shot baskets up here in Maine
I'd be a hop, skip and jumpshot
away from L.L. Bean_ That
makes sense to me. My ward-

robe would be comfortable,
casual, but not too formal. I
heard they're open 24 hours a
day. Green golf pants and a
pair ofBean boots. Yahoo, count
me in, Portland. You know,
there's also a lot of people up
here who don't know me, so
'they can't hate me yet, right? A
fresh start with the same team
and all this talent ... sounds like
a great idea!"
Robert Parish, starting center
of the Celtics and a quiet, selfless strong man of few words,
contributed', "We moving?
Cool."
Kevin McHale, eternal optimist and team jester joked, "My
big problem with the exodus to
Maine would be that there is
ahead y another Portland in the
league - in Oregon - the Portland Trailblazers. We'd have to
figure out the semantics involved here. Portland I and
Portland II, maybe? Prior to our
official move to the Pine Tree
State I would demand in my
contract automatic lifetime
membership to the Falmouth
Country Club. Ainge is probably going to want the same deal
and he doesn't deserve it because he cheats."
Dennis Johnson, defensive
specialist and wily veteran,
won't still be with the team as a
player when the historic move
to Portland transpires in 1991.
He hopes to be retained in a
coaching capacity. "I'm hoping
to retire on lobster and Geary's
and watch Larry play until he's
50. The traffic in Boston is reason enough to move up to Portland. The Artery is so bad it's
clogging my arteries!"
The Boston Celtics are such
an established organization that
it is very difficult for a rookie to
break in. This season three
rookies made the team and one,
Brian Shaw, has an excellent
chance to start a good part of
the year. These young fellows
also had strong feeling for Portland. Ramon Rivas, a wide body
from Temple University,
boasted, '1 played my best preseason garve in your town and
I hope it lands me a job. Portland will always bring back
fond memories for me of where
my professional basketball
career turned around." Ron
Grandison, a 6' 7" forward with
great leaping ability feels the
same way. The most important
game for me was right here in

your Civic Center. Itwasamake
it or break it situation, and with
all my rebounds I really think I
made it. Shaw is already a
budding star and added to his
fan club while in Portland.
"During the third quarter, I led
the Celtic fast break and we
outscored Milwaukee 41-17. I
wouldn't mind playing in this
fine city every night. Where are
we?"
Jim Paxson, a flash backup
guard with a million dollar
smile said, '1 had the chance to
play against some of the Portland high school kids during
the day before the Milwaukee
game. They were friendly and
appreciative ... and quick. One
little roadrunner from Deering
must have stolen the ball from
me five times, no fouls. The
basketball awareness for area
youth here seems basically
sound - teamwork, put the ball
in the hole and play tough defense. You know, I'm from
Portland, Oregon (named after
Portland, Maine on a coin toss),
so this would be home to me!"
Reggie Lewis, a gifted second -year speedster fromN ortheastern played throughout
New England during his college career. The Charismatic
guard said, "Portland's OK in
my book, as long as we keep
winning. That's the main
thing."
Last but not least is theCeltics
patriarch Red Auerbach, who
voiced one vital concern about
the potential move of the Boston Celtics to Portland in the
1990's. "The secret to the Celtics'
incredible success at home is
the floor itself of Boston Garden. I had it blessed by a band
of leprechauns back in 1957,
the year we won our first championship. Boy, was that expensive. Those little guys wanted a
pot of gold, can you believe
that? Anyway, it worked because we won 16 championships. Ifthefloorcouldbesafely
moved, then Portland would
be dandy,"
Let's all pra y they can't find a
place in Boston for a new Garden, The Celtics magic would
fit perfectly right in our own
backyard. About those extra
7000 seats we'd need at the Civic
Center, Ms. Mayor, could you
possibly...
Mike Quinn researched this article,
as he does many, from the side of a
Mobil commemorative drinking glass.
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Rates

Open 7 days

773-1999

ItJG.
Present
a reason to be late to the table:
Benefit for

WMPG
with the

Nov" 23 at the Tree Cafe
Neats, Holy Bones and Left Nut
NOVEMBER

The Place
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091
• SUBS
• PASTA DINNERS
• FRIED DINNERS
• COLD DRINKS
• TAKE-OUT

-

-

-
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Akarl'. S.cond Annual B.n.flt
for the creation of a free standing hospice for patients with AI DS on Nov 19.
All proceeds from the haircuts will be
donated. Akari Hair Design Studio, 470
Fore, Portland. 772-9060.
P.ac. Vigil every Wed at noon. Monument Square, Portland.

LU.lln.'. fall fltn •••• cllvlll ••
begin the week of Nov 28. Programs
offered include Walk/Jog , Energy in
Motion, Aerobic Calisthenics, low Impact Aerobics , Senior Fitness, Body
Shop and Aquatic Fitness. Registration
deadline for most programs is Nov 11.
For more infonnation, call 780-4171.
H.ad, n.ck .nd .houlder ma..ag. work.hop Nov 10, 6:30-9 pm.
Workshop is being offered by lifeline
and will be held in Payson Smith Hall on
the USM Portiand campus. For more
information, call 780-4170.
Z.n In Am.rlcan Llf. A lecture
given by Maurine Stuart, Roshi of the
Cambridge Buddhist Association, on
Nov " , 7:30 pm in Daggett lounge,
Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 72!>-3151.
Dlab.t •• On Nov 12 8:30 am-l pm,
Maine Medical, Mercy Hospital, and the
ADA Maine Affiliate are presenting a
free public program on diabetes. The
program consists of numerous workshops, an "Ask the Experts" panel, and
vendor displays . Guest speaker Eric
Schultz - a nurse, social worker and
person with diabetes - will provide insight into the meaning of living with diabetes . The program will be held at Days
Inn, Main St., S Portland. To register,
call 1-800-354-4003.
Singi. p.r.nt. The Portland Jewish
Community Center sponsors a single
parent support group open to the public. The first meeting will be held Nov 14,
7:30 pm at the JCC, 57 Ashmont, Portland. For further information contact
Christina Cook at 772-1959. Men are
encouraged to attend.
Teen and Young Adult Health
Clinic for young people ages 13-21 ,
Mondays, 4-8 pm on the first floor of the
Outpatient Clinic area at the Maine
Medical Center. People under 18 years
of age nMd a f*8nI to give consent

for the initial visit, but further visits may
by teens on their own . Exceptions to
parental consent would be the teen who
is living on his own with a legally confidentially medical issue, relating to drug
abuse, a sexually transmitted disease,
or pregnancy risk. Appointments are
preferred, and can be made by calling
871-2763. Walk-ins are welcome if they
arrive by 7 pm.
YMCA W.lght Manag.m.nt
Cia •• begins Nov 15 and continues for
10 weeks on Tuesdays, 6:30-7:45 pm.
Cost is $25 for members, $35 for nonmembers. For more information, call
874-1111.
Health Information S.rl •• at
Westbrook Community Hospital, 40
Park Road, Westbrook. On Nov 15, 7
pm an ophthalmologisl will discuss
cataracl disease. The series are free
and open 10 the public. For more information , call 854-8464.
Rolflng - Structur.1 Integration
Th.rapy A free lecture/demonstration
cif rolfing Nov 15, 6:30 pm at Coaslal
Counseling , 535 Ocean Ave, Portland.
For more information, call 772-5581.
DI.pl.c.d Hom.mak.r. Program of Southem Maine is sponsoring
an Open House Nov 15, 6:30-8 :30 pm
at Biddeford Vocational School as part
of a country-wide celebration of National Adult Education Week. The purpose of Ihe open house is 10 create
awareness in the community of all the
opportunities open to adults in the
state of Maine. Over 20 differenl agencies for adult leaming will be participating. For more inlonnation, call 1-800442-2092.
Dlvorc. P...pecllve. meets Weds
at 7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland. The topic for Nov 16 is Rebuilding
"Stepping Oul of the Victim Triangle" led
by Jacob Watson. For more information, call Ingrahm Volunteers al 7735516 .
Stairway. to H.av.n: Taol.t
Ritual and the Afterllf. is the title
of a lecture being given by Stephen
Bokenkamp Nov 17, 7:30 pm in Beam
Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin, Brunswick. For more information,
call 725-3151 .
A M.n'. R.tr.at: Th. Sword,
The Cup and The Drum for men
who long to reconnect and engage with
a sense of purpose, adventure and
brotherhood. Using the symbols of
Sword (will), Cup (heart-courage) and
Drum "(primal vitality) , participants will
share the support that emerges when
men gather together. Cost of the retreat
is $50. For more information, call
Michael at 799-4534.

M.nop..... Support Group starting in Portiand. Call 774-8889 for more
information.
Th. Frl.nd.hlp Shelt.r for the
homeless has an urgent and immediate
need for many types of volunteers .
Times and dulies are flexible. For more
information, call the Center for Volun tary Action at 874-1015.
N.w Support Group "Chang •• "
on substance abuse and its many
problems for all of those involved. Every Salurday at Westbrook Community
Hospital, 8-9 pm. For more information,
call 797-4655.
M.ditation for Women every Monday at the Quaker Meeting House, Forest Ave, Portland. Guided meditation
and ritual. For more infonnation, contact the Feminist Spiritual Community
at 773-2294.

of the "Woods and Waters" series on
public television. The program is free
and at the l.l. Bean Casco Street
Conference Center, Freeport.
Exploring Africa'. Klllm.nJaro
Nov 18, 7:30 pm. Free public clinic at
the Ll. Bean Casco Street Conference
Center, Freeport.
Fundament.l. of Search .nd
R •• cu. Cour•• Nov 19-20 at the
Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham
Notch Camp. The course is designed
for search and rescue professionals,
volunteers "nd interested outdoo ...people who wish to broaden their
knowledge. For reservations and workshop infonnation, call 603-466-2727.

Mercy Ho.pltal is looking for a
volunteer to serve as a clerical aid for
the Human Resource Department.
Hours are 8:30 am-12 noon or 1-4 pm
on Thursdays ar Fridays. Benefits include free parking, a meal allowance
and a phannacy discount. Training will
be provided as needed. For more information, call Ihe Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.
Th. AIDS ProJect, 48 Deering, Portland, lists many support groups around
Portland for PWAs and the lovers,
caregivers and friends of PWAs. For
more information, call 774-<'>877.
Peak. 1.land Child Develop"
ment Center is looking for a volunteer to serve as a classroom aide. Duties are to assist teachers with planning, supervision of learning centers,
outdoor recreation, and exposing children to positive experiences. Time requirement is 10 to 15 hours per week,
Monday through Friday. For more information, call thll Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.
The Children R••ourc. Cent.r is
looking for volunteers to help out at the
center. You can choose any weekday
to come in and help out. For more information: call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.

Sport. Ma ••age A free demonstration on sports massage techniques will
be conducted on Nov 14, 6:30-8 pm at
luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Program offered by lifeline. For
more infonnation, call 780-4170.
Men'. "Over 30· Ba.ketb.1I
League begins in November and runs
through March. Games will be played
on Wed and Sun evenings at the Public
Safety Building . There are a few more
openings for any interested teams who
would like to participate. For more information, call John Wone at 874-8790.
Free .lding Maine Handicapped Skiing
is looking for volunteers to give a day
working one-on-one with handicapped
skiers in exchange for a complimentary
lift ticket 10 Sunday River Ski Resort for
a day. Intennediate or advanced skiers
are needed. This program runs for 10
weeks Jan 'lhrough Mar. Training clinics
will be held in Dec. Maine Handicapped
Skiing progam served 137 people with
51 volunteers last year. For more information, contact Maine handicapped
Skiing, Sunday River Ski Resort, RFD
#2, Box 1971 , Bethel, ME 04217 or call
824-3018.

Ca.co Bay Bicycle Club Ride every Thursday at 6 pm . 10-20 miles.
Meet at Pars Pizza on Route 1 in Scarborough. After ride join the group for a
pizza. For more information, call
799-1085.
An ev.ning with outdooRman
Bud Leavitt Nov 11, 7:30 pm. Leavitt
is an Outdoor Sport Editor and the host

Children'. Planetarium Work"
.hop for kids ages 6-14 on Nov 12, 9
am-12 pm at Southworth Planetarium, •
USM Portland. The cost of the workshop is $15, reservations required. For
more infonnation, call 780-4249.
Make Your Own Book A workshop
for children ages 8 to 12, led by Shiela
Garrett, .art director for "A Caribou Alphabet" and leacher of children's book
illustration at Portland School of Art.
Garrett will show how printed books are
made and help kids make their own
books. A Variety of papers and materials will be provided. The workshop is
being held Nov 12, 10 am-2 pm at the
Maine Writers Center, 190 Mason,
Brunswick. Pre-registration is required.
Cost is $25 for members of MWPA, $30
for non-members. For more information,
call 729-6333.
What Thanksgiving Mean. to
You A preschool workshop Nov 16, 23 pm at the Children's Museum, 746
Stevens, Portland. Free with museum
admission. Reservations, 797-KITE.
Rick Charette Conc.rt Nov 19, 2
pm at The Amvet Hall, North Rd,
Yarmouth. Tickets are $3. Call 8466024 or 829-6656 for advanced tickets.
Sponsored by Yarmouth Preschool.
Children'. Book Sal. Nov 19, 9 am5 pm in the Rines Meeting Room, Portland Public library, Monument Square.
For more information, call 773-4761 .
Puppet Show by Outofhand
Production. Nov 19, 2 pm at the
Scarborough Public library, 165
Blackpoint Road, Scarborough. A presentation of folk tales with puppets and
traditional and modem stories without
puppets. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 883-4723.
Storie. for Kid. Portland Public library (773-4761): Mon and Wed, 10:30
am (3-5 year olds) and Fri, 10:30 am (2
year olds); Riverton Branch library
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough
Public library (883-4723): Wed, 10:30
am & 1 pm (3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30
pm (5-6 year olds); Prince Memoriallibrary, Cumberland (829-3180): Wed,
10:30 am (2-3 year olds): Thu , 10:30
am (3-5 year olds).
Flick. for kid. at the Portiand Public
library in Monument Sq. For children of
all ages every Saturday at 10:30 am
and Tuesday at 1:30 pm . Free . For
more infonnation, call 773-4761 .
Finger Fun for Babies, Wed at 9:30
am at the Portiand Public library (773•
4761).

GREEN MOUNTAIN

C"FFEE
.RtJASTERS

OUT
We've flipped, flopped, distorted and/or reversed
names of nine psychedelic-era performers. Write
names below.
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1) _ _ _ _ _ __
2) _ _ _ _ _ __
3) _ _ _ _ _ __
4) _ _ _ _ _ __
5) _ _ _ _ _ __
6) _ _ _ _ _ __
7) _ _ _ _ _ __
8) _ __ _ _ __
9) _ _ _ _ _ __
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for Alberta's
it for you (first prize). Or tickets for twoon Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize) , Winners will be
selected from among the correct entries by a random
drawing. Contestants are ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week span, and only one entry is
allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, November 16. The solution to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in the
November 24 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your
best guess to:
The Real Puzzle 1124
9asco Bay W_kly
187 Clark Str_t
Portland, Maine 04102

10

1988 United Feature Syndicate.

_.

#22

SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE

We were surprised at the number of entries to
" Lonnnng division." Some of you have more patience
than us and we even have the answers!

PRIME RIB for 2

The calculations and solutions are:
1) 7136232152 divided by 3589654 1988
2)3566306128 divided by 5789458 = 616
3) 8651855147 divided by 8574683 1009

=
=

with a view

including
freshly baked popover,
salad, vegetable, potato,
dessert, coffee or tea

The Alberta' s gi ft certificate goes to Jim Ferrari and
the tickets for a Longfellow cruise go to Paul PanaI b"U~'U . Both winners are from Portland.

Indl.n Headband Making Nov 810, 15-17 at Ihe Children's Resource
Center, 741 Stevens Ave , Portiand.
Workshops at lOam and I pm, $1 per
child. For reservations, call 797-0525.

2

3

• 1988 /Jniled Fealure Syndicale.

OPEN YEAR ROUND
7 DAYS A WEEK

$19.95
EVERY TUESDAY
4 til 9 p,m ,

'"

215 Foreside Road • 781-4262

•

ANION'S
SPECIALS

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

ernie pook's cgrnd'!~
~

~

• Free Slice of Stuffed Bread with Lunch or Dinner •

.~--~~
-- ~
.-~
- ~~~~~
MoM SA'3S M~S, SANTOS, Tijf LA!)~ OF
fHi DOG/IS So J.ONEI;~ iHAT llU: DOG ,S HE~
FAA'lIL!I, S~E T.REATS PIXIE LIKE A REAL
8A&\I F£EOI~G \oil".. S(.It"MBLfO EGGS WITH
A TIN~ SpooN AND MAKING 11I~ SAME fACES

and

Menu Magazine
PRESENT
Greater Portland's First

~EGVLAA. MDM~

MAKE WHEN 'T\\E~ FCfD REAL
B~&IE·S , IS~ 1 If H~AflT8REA\(I"'6, olllt MlJM t"~s.

• FISH AND CHIPS
• SOUP AND SANDWICH

•

-Ham Salad - Chicken Salad - Tuna

CARLSON,,~~

~TURNER

• LOBSTER ROLL - 4.95

·FISHERMAN'S PLATTER - 4.95

.....-.....'..-........-..-.. ......
ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS

AI.L 1'\\£ PiCTURES fA~ED INSIDe,OF ,MOVIE

-

STAU I.IKE fl,oBElt.T MITi:.I'\UM? 1)\...T OOG I~
HE!!. WHOLE I.IFf, OU~ MOM S...~s, Sfle'D SfARVE
~e fOlt .. SIlE'!) LET i\'\....T POG (,0 IiVN6fUj ... NP
DOC. IS SO SPOI L.ED , I'~e SEEN ITnt)'

"BOUGHT"
AND SOLD
.,
PRINTS, MAPS,
AUTOGRAPHS

773-4200
APPRAISALS
SEARCH SERVICE
OVER 40,000 BOOKS
IN STOCK
241 CONGRESS STREET

SIfT 11 l'\£~~Sll~AKING 1"00'.11 SHe PvT A
SrAlVE OF ~e VIRGIN MAIt~ At.JD A MILLiON
Pl"StiC FLOWERS ON HIS DOG ~OUSc? AND

• BAKED STUFFED HADDOCK

YOUR CHOICE

'., FifE L So Soltfl.~ folt lIelt :'SIIIO MOM, BUf WE
FELT A !:!!Iso~ItIEfl FOR Pilei!: WHo TlI~ew Vf
AI.~ 1l\E TIME ANO WAS Mfl.S . SNJTOS'S
~IR.O

'1)0(,

~IS \l1i~,

HEll WHEN ~E ~\If .1' A ~ow PEIl ~II6At
00\1,1\111\11', ·SHE WORSHIPS nv.T 1>06. '~

Served with Potato and Vegetable

• HOMEMADE LASAGNA
Served with Meatballs or Sausages

• ONE POUND SIRLOIN - 9.95

•

• LOBSTER DINNER - 9.95

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Vote for the person who you think
exemplifies the best qualities of bartending•
Ballots will be available at
the Casco Bay Weekly booth at
the Great Chill & Chowder Challenge
this Saturday at the Civic Center, and in
succeeding issues of Casco Bay Weekly.

-

November 10, 1888

room-

Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds are the marketplace that
well over 16,000 active readers tum to fl ..t whenever
they're in the market for goods or services ... even real
estate, roommates, and relationships. To place your ad,
simply fill out the convenient "do-it-yourself" form
appearing on this page, then mail or deliver it along with
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
cail775-6601.

liU%l~
Masterpard,

RESPONSIBLE

roommate, 30-35, male, wanted to
share expenses for two bedroom in Scarborough. WIW
carpet, 1 112 bath, sundeck,
storage, parking, quiet.
Please call 883-5870.

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash, personal checks, money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Monday at 3:00 pm for
the following Thursday's edition. Ads recejved after the
deadline will be run starting with the next issue . CBW
will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services
for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual content.
CBWwill not print full names, street addresses or phone
numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section .
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide
a Post Office Box number in their ad our use the CBW
BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD FORM) . All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit
ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be
liable for errors of omissions in , or a failure to insert, any
advertisement for which it may be responsible , beyond
actual space occupied by the ad in which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not
refundable.

HOUSEMATE WANTED

la·Utat_
WHISTLES The Rape Crisis Center has whistles
available for $3. Great for
key chains - also come with
breakaway neck chain. Proceeds benefit the RCC 24hour hotline for victims of
sexual assault. Call 7743613 for more information.

FREE! 2 kinens - 8 weeks DESIRED: Housesitter for
old - blond - 1 short haired 2 weeks 12/26 - 117/89.
female, 1 long haired male. Lovely home on Peaks with 2
1/2 coon, 1/2? Call 774- cats and 2 dogs. Mature,
responsible person or
5032 evenings.
couple . Please call 766GIVE A 10"WEEK gift of 2153 alter 6 pm. Commuter
music lessons in piano, tickets provided.
accordion, drums or recorder
for birthday, anniversary , HOUSECLEANING by
Christmas or whatever. Call mature, honest, thorough
Sandy, 772-5636 or Jean, (but not compulsive) individ767-3542.
ual. $10/hour. Call 7751283 anytime.

I
I
1
I
"---'=>=-_81

83 PLYMOUTH HORIZON
4.ooor hatchback. 5-speed.
37,000 miles. $2,000. Call
774-2829.

Small Aroo Specialist
15 Years Experience

775-6301

Charles Melcher

yard sales

REAL ESTATE INDEX

594 CONGRESS SfREET

1

PORTIAND, MAINE 04101

1
1
1

207/774-3745
Located at the
Congress Square Gallery

TIiE

FRAMING 1

If you derive
regular income
from the subject(s)
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the business rate.
And thank you for choosinq
Casco Bay Weekly!

entertainment

(All Charges are Per Week)
Individual
Business

5 7.00
$ 9.00
511.00
$ .21
$ 5.00

1
1
1
1

1

POSITION

WANTED WHO PLACES Person to

once a month for solo
accordionist, accordion duo,
or accordion! violin duo. For
unique restaurant entertainment, call Sandy, 772-5636
or Jean, 767-3542. Accordion Plus.

Person ads in Casco Bay
Weekly? Ordinary people
like you, who've discovered
it's one of the most safe ,
fun , easy ways for singles to
meet eachother.

1

30 YEARS IN BUSINESS

Live
Bands
MARTIN
Of
ENTERPRISES
All
Kinds

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED IBORDERED ADI RATES
CALL LEW BEDELL AT CBW: 775-6801
Please read the CBW Cla. . lfled Polle" before completing Ihis form .
Write legibly or type, and use additional paper ff necessary.

•••You name it,
He does it all!
dusf give him a call!

,ml
~

Low, LO~,

Portland
Beeper

CBw BOX SERVICE (oplional)

1
1

+---

+---

SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN

1

----

1

1

11 _ __

1

TOTAL ENCLOSED

"---

HELP
WANTED!

$150/
HOUR!

Men & Women
For Exotic
Dancing!

1
1

Not for publication:

1

We need the following information to prinl your ad . II will be held in strict confidence.

1

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

_ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ __
DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYMENT METHOD

Check _

Money Order

Credit Card # _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1
1

Exp. Date _ __ _

1

Signalure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

1

1

C.A.SCC> B.A.-y' " " E E K L - y ' I
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775- 6601
187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102

I
I

YOU NEED IT. A want-ad
in Casco Bay Weekly can
help ybu find it. 775-6601.

LANDLORDS: List your
rentals with CBW. Phone
775-8601 . Ust 3, get 1 free I

GROCERY
LADY
No errand Is too small!
Groceries. prescriptions.
dry cleaning, car repair.
car registration. etc.

biZ services
2 COLLEGE SENIORS

BUSINESS

would like to obtain
commercial or residential
cleaning accounts. We also
do full clean up and light
trucking.
Lowest rates I
References. Call 774-8489,
leave message.

Increase profits , pay less
taxes with our simplified
record-keeping system, tax
planning & guaranteed
accurate tax preparation .
Call General Business
Services, 846-1446. Small
business specialists since
1962.

e

\

OWNERS:

Don't Wait
Until Year End Get Your Bookkeeping
Organized Nowl

"RETURN

TO BASJ(~S II
• Full Range Bookkeeping Services
• Reconstruct Financial Records
• Fixed Asset and Insurance Schedules

Unda Pervler
Portland
Michael Hughes Portland

207/773"2898
207/775-0654

402 Mitchell Road, Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

CALL TODAYl

AFFORDABLE OFFICE
space in the Old Portl Old
Port Arms, 58 Exchange
Street.
2 office spaces
available : 1. 390 sq ft $300/mo net; 2. 960 sq It $550/mo net. For more information call Debbie at
Spectrum, Inc, 797~223 .

now available at Bay Side
Styling, 47 India Street,
Portland. Elizabeth London ,
LPN is a graduate of the
Portfand School of Massage
Therapy and a member of the
American Massage Therapy
As s ociation.
Massage
Therapy helps reduce stress
and
improve
health .
Available Mon-Wed-Sat by
appointment. Call 772-8690.

BUSINESS SERVICES!
Place an ad in our classified
section anytime and reach
well over 16,000 readers for
only $71

251, Augusta. ME 04330.

For Singles
Free Info. Kit
1 - 7 pm Weekdays

626-0195

erson to erson
SWM " Down to earth, xrock & roiler, enjoys movies,
soft lights & great wines .
Good sense of humor, wants
lady friend. Please reply to
CBW#I48.

SWM. 23 Handsome, professional student searching
for an intelligent, sensitive &
idealistic young woman
(attractive, petite & 20-24) to
get to know. Please send
photo & letter to CBW 1149.

SWF, 40, classy, attractive, demanding, into leather
and lace, 0 & S; wants to
hear from generous gendeman. Please reply to CBW
#150.

ELIZABETH IMAGINE living on peace-

Beautiful, new 2 bedroom
house in quiet neighborhood.
Attached garage and deck
on private, wooded lot. No
pets. $75O/month plus utilities. 799-9265/767-3655.

Funky old farmhouse with 5
bedrooms, 2 baths, garage
and yard! Fireplace, small
water view. Oil heat. Month
to month lease.
$850.
Available now. Call Brenda
at 767-8008.

A NO-PAIN, all-gain, allaround good deal is what you
get with a Casco Bay Weekly TAKE ADVANTAGE!
classified. It's simple, cheap Our classifieds reach well
and effective. What else over 16,000 active readers
every week!
needs be said?

ful Peaks Island, convenient
to Portland - yet a part of the
roaring Adantic. If you need
a well insulated, fumished, 3
bedroom "painted lady· Victorian , conveniently . located
less than 10 minutes to the
ferry , then this may be your
home. The original slate
kitchen sink and oversized
claw-foot bathtub are but -2 of
the extras. Price negotiable.
Call 846-0450, evenings.

em 10 ment

poSitions available : 1. Assistant Manager (experience
andlor education desired
and supervisory skills required). 2. Front Desk Clerk.
3. Housekeepers. 4. Entrylevel Maintenance Crew
Members. Full training program provided. No experience necessary. Free benefits & parking , paid vacations. Budget Traveller Motor Lodge , 1 Riverside
Street, Portland, 775-0111 .

If you are 55 or over,
able 10 work and meet
the fmancial guidelines
of the Senior Community Service Program, we
have jo b opeings.
Come to the SCSEP
Office, Congress
Building, 142 High
Street, Suite 416,
Porltand between
8:30 am and 1:00 pm
where the job
developer will take
your application.

-

service. For more info.
call, or write to P.O.B.

CAPE

ATfENTION
SENIOR
CITIZENS

615 Congress Street.
Specializing in small office
space from 250 square teet
and up. Best prices in town.
Parking. Call 775-1737.

MASSAGE THERAPY is

... A very affordable
match making service
for people of all lifestyles. We offer low
prices and high quality

SOUTH PORTLAND "

LOVELY, QUIET officel
EMPLOYERS CBW is your
studio space minutes from
less expensive recruitment
downtown Portland. 2 rooms
altemative. Call 775-6601 .
in a private Woodfords
Victorian era home ideal for
lherapist or artist. Ample
free parking. A total 180
square feet available for
$2751month; would also consider renting room singly.
For more information call Jill
at 773-5932.
CONGRESS BUILDING

FILLMORE"

PATRICK, Midwife Prenatal
care, nutrition counseling ,
homebirth, pap smears. Call
for free consultation visit.
Discover your childbirth aItematives. 657-3180.

HEIDI

MAINELY
FRIENDS

SARASOTA, FLORIDA FULL & PART TIME hotel
20' x 40' modular home in
beautiful adult waterfront
park.
10' x 20' fronl
screened porch , carport,
storage bldg & workshop.
Fully furnished. A terrific,
affordable retreat! $25,000.
8131957~546 for info.

POWER

a Ing services

deli help for day shift.
Starting wages at $51hour.
Apply at 158 Spring Street,
Westbrook. 854-8498.

CALL ME AT 883-4856

c.

from the 30's to the 80's

81
Street. 2BR condo
in Victorian building. 1 bath,
fully applianced eat-in
kitchen with oak cabinets
and dishwasher, large livingldining room with parquet
floor , WIW carpet in bedrooms, large closets, back
yard, parking, laundry in
building, efficient gas-fired
forced hot water heat.
$85 ,000. $60,000 assumable or $5,000 down for
qualified buyer. Call 761 2114 for more information.

~bec
-

HILL

YOUR

Feeling intimidated? Feeling
controlled? Join our newest
educational and therapeutic
program: EMPOWERMENT FEEL YOUR POWER. 6week session , Mondays
from 5 -6:30, beginning
November 21 . Linda Doyle,
Psychological & Educational
Services, 205 Ocean Avenue, 773-7993.

-

STREET

ART'S VARIETY needs

Then give me a call
and rll do It all for you.

,\J'

GREAT DANCE MUSIC

L ··· NJOY

... Iooklng for a parking space
at the shopping center?
...wa~ing In nne at the grocery store?

1
1
1

Visa

MasterCard

MONUMENT

bedroom apartments. Quiet heat, laundry facilities, quiet.
neighborhoods, on-site Old Port: 1BR with den,
laundry , off-street parking . water views, $6501 month.
Street :
2BR,
We shovel! Cheap to heat. High
$475 - $55O/month plus utili- $675/month. Available Deties. Sorry, no pets. 799- cember 1. Call Louise, 7725345.
9265.

or rent + ouses

ARE YOU TIRED OF•••

Booking Agency

Our Specialty Is Strippers & Dancers!
... For Bachelor & Bachelorette Parties
And All Functions!

761·7969
761·3076

Low Prices!

Entertainment

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

1BR. Great for single person. Wood floors . Washer!
dryer hookups. Water view
from Eastem Prom doorstep.
Walk to downtown. Cozy,
efficient heat system. $415+
Includes hot water for single
person . No pets. References, security deposit.
829-3646 (6-7:30 am, some
evenings.)

WestTwo females are looking for brook - brand new aparttwo more people to share ments in country setting.
four bedroom house in quiet Includes heat, hot water,
neighborhood in Deering parking . 2 bedroom - $700.
area. $250/month, utilities 1 bedroom - $525. Call 797inclucled. Available immeci- 3011 or 1-2B3~844.
a\9ly. Call 797-8879.

He...
• Strips!
• Washes!
• Seals!
• Waxes!
• Steam
Cleans!

Call Richard Nest, T.B. of
ME . 773-271 B. Stickered,
warrantied, some financing,
$1 ,500. to $2,500. '80's'84's. Call 773-2718, ask for
Richard Nest.

1

VERY CLEAN, QUIET SOUTH PORTLAND: Two CONDOS TO RENT Gas FEEL

ROOMMATES WANTED BEAVER POND,

-----1

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH

1

S·T·U·D·I·O UAccr~ ~o~P~~!..nd.!'~~ ~A;:J J

NEED 2ND OR 3RD car?

for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent. retail
for rent. vacation
for sale. commercial
for sale. residential

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

(WITH THIS AD)

pick-up. Look marvelous.
Runs great. $1 ,200 or best
offer. Call 775-5018.

55.00
57.00
$ 9.00
$ .15
$ 3.00

--:

80 DATSUN KING CAB

wheels

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

Wall Units. Buih-In
Storage Cabinets.
Closets. Dark Rooms
• Living Spaces

FRAMING JOB

bod & soul

Here's your chance to come
back home to Munjoy Hill,
and a brand new building with
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
WIW carpeting, humidistats,
disposals, gas heat, storage
BOLTON STREET " fe- area and your own private
male roommate to share entrance awaits youl $550 &
large 3 bedroom apartment up, plus utilities. Laundry &
with parking and storage. parking available. No pets.
Available January 1. $191 Call Danny Haley at 774per month + 1/3 cheap utili- 2617 or 774-3624.
ties. $167 security. Call
773-5282 alter 5.
PINE POINT BEACH Efficiencies & 1 bedroom
- ~OUTH HARPSWELL: apartments. Tile floors, caSlightly crazed individual to ble. From $3451 month , inshare Pons Point house. 15 cluding all utilities. Available
minutes to Brunswick, 45 to til June 89. Call 883-4430.
Portland. December thru
May. $325 + utilities. 8653404 before 6:00 pm; B33- POLAND" Shaker Hill ,
near Gray. 2 bedroom du6892 evenings.
plex (new) . Appliances ,
ROOMMATE WANTED separate entrances, decks,
December 1. MlF to share a bulkheads, daylight basespacious 3BR apartment ments. Must see to appreciacross from Park. $185 per ate. Village historical zonmonth includes heat and hot ing . $6oo/month, lease +
water. Leave name and utilities . 782-5970, 782number on machine. 773- 6231.
1308.

Finish Carpenter/
Designer

i$-1-0~~

speed, 3-door. Needs a littfe
attention. Runs well. AMI
FMlCassene/Equalizer.
Asking $500. Call 772-3098.

notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stu If for sale
wanted

biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
nea markets
gigs
home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc

ome services

80 HONDA CIVIC 5-

CLASSIFIED INDEX

Two females looking for third
person to share a spacious,
very comfortable Peaks Island home with a lot of character. $260/month includes
small apartment in Portland
with parking. 766-2425.

or rent + apartments

23
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Good For 1 Free Romance!

C_OllPQ~er:~~~~

With winter a l most upon . us, our thoughts
are turning to trips to the ski slopes ,
candlelight dinners, n ights In front of the
fireplace - you know - the kinds of things
that are more fun when you' re not alone .
If you've already got your partner for the
season lined up, great. But If you're one
01 the people out there who are presently
unattached . we'd like you to try someth ing
different this week : a caw Person to Person
ad . It'll Introduce you to well over 16,000
CBW readers. more than a tew of which are
single , and ali of which are well readl

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS" GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!

PATHS
have I Please use the ad form on page 22 , and
crossed in the Old Port. You \ enclose this coupon to receive a free week.
are tall (6'+), natural, beautiful, light brown haired young
woman who browsed Saturday pm wearing sweater, TALL, intelligent, good ATTRACTIVE, energetic
maroon scarf & clogs at looking, athletic, passionate SWF, who enjoys dinner &
(of movies seeks attractive,
Rose Conege & House of In- Eagle - Scout-type
dia. Sunday we shopped at course, aren't we all who caring SWM, 20-25, for fun ,
Paul's
Food .
Me: write these things) looking romance andlor possible readventurous, romantic, down for tall, intelligent, good lationship. a sense of humor
to earth. I would really like to looking, athletic, full-figured could be your best asset.
meet you . Please write to SWF 21-33. I'm a SWM, 33 Please respond to CBW
CBW #147 with name & with music tastes ranging #140.
phone. P.S. I've never done from the Rolling Stones to
Photo greatly SWF, down to earth, who
this either; please write . Vivaldi.
appreciated. Please reply to enjoys life seeks successY.S.A.
ful , attractive , sensitive
CBW #146.
SWM, 35, tall (6']") heavySWM , early - mid 20's for
Attractive, well friendship, romance and adset (not obese) , average SWM"
looks - intelligent caring, read, well travelled, 30 year venture. She's not into parhonest, a little crazy , old. Physically fit, renais- tying, but she loves a good
spiritually growing - enjoys sance personality. Desires time. Please respond t9
long walks, dining out, intelligent, attractive, com- CBW #142.
movies, occasional offbeat passionate woman 24-32
activities - seeking similar with great sense of humor to HOW TO RESPOND to
lady friend - should be at share life's best. Please re- advertisers using CBW Bo)(
Service: Write your lener to
least 5'8· and average ply to CBW #145.
the Person-to-Person person
looking - No bar belles or
trendoids, PLEASE . Reply SWF, 25 Attractive, hon- of your choice and seal it up
est, sensitive, compassion- as you would any other piece
to CBW #151.
ate, fun loving, college edu- of mail.
Address it to:
SWM, 25, anractive, easy- cated professional seeks the Casco Bay Weekly, CBW
going, the kind of guy your same traits in a single male, 11_ _ _ , 187 Clark Street,
parents would like. Enjoys age 25-32. I enioy the Portland, Maine 04102. We
sports, concerts, spur of the outdoors , sports, dining out, will forward your letter,
moment activities, movies . dancing , travel, music and unopened, to the boxholder
Looking for the kind of girl my the ocean. I'm new to Port- within 48 hours!
parents might likel ?I!?, and land and would like to bewho can save me from come friends and maybe A GOOD MAN (or woman)
workaholism. Please reply to more. Please respond to isn't hard to find when you
CBW#I39.
CBW#152.
use PERSON TO PERSON.

OUR

,----------------/

billboard
We have a full time opening
in our Classified department.
The job will include
computer design, sales & layout.
Experience is not necessary,
but a willingness to work hard is.
Call Marg or Gary at 775-6601.

·HOLY RED-GREEN-WHITE, JULIE M.

DEAR "CHRISTOBOE" "

the Riddler rides again .
Batman, Robin with mucho
might must hasten, hedge,
harken. For Joker, Penguin,
Riddler1>e to Batman, Boy
Wonder, as adversaries yet
the Bat-computer struggles
from whence wherefore, why
·time is of the essence"?
- The Dynamic Duo.

Oh brother, guys! What are
you trying to provel
disprove? You answered
completely last week's
question + misinterpretedl
misplaced II 4-liner to prove
your thinking.
Define
"ethical". - Sincerely

You're such a
doll. Lers marry and run off
to Europe. T.

THEY

BLAMED

US,

"Stop ill No more lies!" Yet
they saw Your eyes. ·Hatethe-rich be legalized?", we
asked yet saw Your eyes .
You still save souls despite
the polls. 'Tis sin which You
despise. You are not Duke.
You are not Bush nor Dylan
LOST: Military Ball Queen. in disguise. You are not
Last seen jumping from
those who'Ve suffered so
airplane in white dress and
from AIDS and empty skies.
combat boots.
You're neither bureaucrat in
red nor guru techno-wise.
OTTER 111
Yes, you. Not cult. Not bank. Not famPlease forgive that dramatic ily tree. Not religion, state or
monologue. We all have our university. Jesus Christ is
ups and downs. I'm embar- LORD, eternally. His eyes,
not mine.
rassed.

RON...

What's the deal?
You're driving me nuts. Talk.

DETECTIVE NPA: Cryptographer LCB here. I guess
I shouldn't spend so much
time analyzing these things,
but you can imagine the
temptation. Do I sense a
misperception of your own?
You sound like an interesting
lunch companion. Game?
- "paid in full·

-

ou na
invitations
business forms
letterheads

--

announcemen ts
business cards
envelopes
newsletters
brochures
numbering
imprinting
raffles

•

tickets

rzn

printing&~

phics CO.

Est. 1950

n~"'

. 200 Anderson St.• Portland, Maine 04101
just off Marginal Way or 1-295
(207) 774-9329
FAX (207) 774-9124

